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Message from
the Maestro
Dear Music Lovers,
Welcome to the
Stockton Symphony
where there’s
something for everyone
. . . “something old,
something new”. . . and
we play it all for you! To
whet your appetite, our
programs offer just the
right mix of favorites—
“comfort food,” if you
will!—blended with
innovation and adventure, keeping our art fresh.
This season’s Classics series swells with local
pride, featuring our Sister Cities and a multimedia
premiere of The Sights and Sounds of Stockton
with music by Emmy Award–winning composer

John Wineglass and compelling visuals from
gifted Delta College media students. Along the
way we celebrate Brahms, Beethoven, Schumann,
and Mozart; treasure a gem by Lili Boulanger;
revel in the sumptuous “Organ” Symphony; and
get our heartstrings pulled by Romeo and Juliet.
We’d be delighted for you to check out our POPS
series, too. Both our Broadway and Hollywood
blockbuster POPS tributes feature that great type
of mix—everything from Pippin to The Jersey Boys
and likewise from Gone with the Wind to Wonder
Woman. Some fresh ingredients enhance our
traditional festive Holiday program and Frank
Sinatra–inspired grand finale with returning star
Steve Lippia.
You can always count on the Stockton
Symphony’s magnificent and heartfelt
performances and the amazing virtuosity
and passion of our guest artists. And most
importantly, you can always count on what the
experience does for you—it’s uplifting, emotional,
thought-provoking, and downright unforgettable.
We’re so appreciative of your continued support
and we’re so glad you’re here!
Yours ever,
Peter Jaffe
Music Director and Conductor
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About the Maestro
Peter Jaffe has served
as the Stockton
Symphony’s dynamic
music director since
1995, combining a
passion for outreach
and education with topnotch musicianship,
and fostering sustained
artistic growth
throughout his tenure.
Organizations ranging
from the Association
of California Symphony Orchestras to the
Brubeck Institute and Goodwill Industries have
honored Mr. Jaffe with prestigious awards for
his innovations in educational programming
and for his distinguished cultural contributions
throughout the county. His engaging and informative
preconcert discussions include his own renditions
of symphonic examples at the piano, and he
frequently advocates for the Symphony and
orchestral music in radio broadcasts, television
appearances, and web videos. He is the host of
the local radio program Symphony Mix (KWDC
FM 93.5), promoting orchestral events and
broadcasting entertaining and educational
programs about symphonic repertoire.
With a zeal for introducing new vital repertoire
along with established masterworks, Mr. Jaffe has
spearheaded the commissions of many world
premieres. Avner Dorman’s Uzu and Muzu from
Kakaruzu earned the Stockton Symphony national
recognition for community engagement activities
dealing with crucial social issues. A portion of the
Stockton Symphony CD of Chris Brubeck’s Mark
Twain’s World was broadcast nationally on NPR’s
Performance Today, and Ansel Adams: America,
co-composed by Dave and Chris Brubeck, has
since been performed nationally and abroad.

Mr. Jaffe also conducts the Auburn and Folsom
Lake Symphonies, and has appeared as guest
conductor with the Louisiana Philharmonic
Orchestra, New Mexico Symphony Orchestra,
Long Beach Symphony Orchestra, Symphony
Silicon Valley, and many other orchestras and
music festivals across the country. He teaches
every summer at the Conductor’s Institute of
South Carolina, and he conducted and taught at
the Aspen Music Festival for fourteen years. He
spent three seasons conducting at the Oberlin
Conservatory and two as a visiting professor at
Stanford University, highlighted by an Eastern
European tour with the Stanford Symphony. He
has served as music director for the Stockton
Opera since 2001, most recently conducting
Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel in
January 2018.
Many of Mr. Jaffe’s own arrangements have been
commissioned by and performed with orchestras
in Aspen, Chicago, Long Beach, and Stockton,
including his Symphonic Birthday and his transcription
of Haydn’s Arianna a Naxos for Jan DeGaetani,
which was also performed by the Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center. A CD of his lullaby
arrangements was released on the Chandos
label, featuring mezzo-soprano Nadia Pelle with
Yuli Turovsky directing I Musici de Montréal.
Mr. Jaffe appeared on NBC’s First Camera in a
show devoted to Tanglewood, where he was
coached by Seiji Ozawa, Gunther Schuller, Gustav
Meier, and Leonard Bernstein—a brief segment
was later included in the American Masters
special honoring Bernstein. Mr. Jaffe also studied
conducting with Andor Toth, Paul Vermel, Charles
Bruck, and Herbert Blomstedt. His instrumental
background includes extensive performing on the
violin, viola, and keyboard, and he often conducts
from the harpsichord when performing Baroque
or early Classic repertoire.
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Message from the
Co-Presidents

This season will be especially memorable for our
Classics series. Under the guidance of our creative,
talented, and dedicated maestro, Music Director Peter
Jaffe, the Stockton Symphony will open with The
Sights and Sounds of Stockton—a multimedia world
premiere composed by John Wineglass in collaboration
with San Joaquin Delta College media students. Our
season will close with Celebrating Our Sister Cities,
recognizing our cultural diversity with compositions
representing our seven worldwide sister cities as well
as Stockton, and featuring a combined choir of
over 150 voices. In between these unique musical
bookends there will be several other remarkable
performances that you will not want to miss!
We have reached this point in history and will
fulfill our future goals and vision with the support
of you, our patrons—many of you are also donors,
Symphony Circle members, and contributors to our
Capital Campaign. Together with our committed
board, staff, and volunteers you have made us what
we are and will make us what we will become.

James Morris

Daniel Terry, M.D.

Welcome to the 2018/19 concert season—our 92nd
consecutive year! We invite you to be part of our
future as we move forward toward our centennial
with hope, optimism, and joyous celebration of
symphonic/classical music.

Enjoy the concert, enjoy the season, and encourage your
friends and family to come and relish one of Stockton’s
cultural and artistic gems—your Stockton Symphony!
James Morris
Daniel Terry, M.D.
Co-Presidents, Board of Directors
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Stockton Symphony

PETER JAFFE, MUSIC DIRECTOR AND CONDUCTOR
The Stockton Symphony frequently employs additional musicians to meet
the demands of the works performed. Section string seating may rotate.

VIOLIN I

CELLO

Christina Mok

Concertmaster
Carmen M. Silva Chair

Rochelle Nguyen

Associate Concertmaster
David E. Zuckerman Chair

Ljubomir Velickovic

Assistant Concertmaster

Irina Samarina
Bakyt Bekdjanov
Dagenais Smiley
An Tan*
Shoanie Young
Joseph Galamba
Shawyon Malek-Salehi

Andrew Ford

Principal
Helen Kessel McCrary Chair

Isaac Pastor-Chermak
Associate Principal

Stephanie Chiao
Assistant Principal

Alison Sharkey
Bridget Pasker

BASS

Patrick McCarthy
Principal
Gene and Arlene
Weston Chair

Aleksey Klyushnik
Assistant Principal

VIOLIN II
Principal

Rick Duncan
Mark Wallace

Assistant Principal

ELECTRIC BASS

Tingting Volonts
Lyly Li

Caitlin McSherry
Cheryl Ongaro
Sarena Hsu Giarrusso
David Collum

VIOLA

Rick Duncan

FLUTE

Bethanne Walker

Principal
John Linley McCarthy Chair

Evan Buttemer

Alexandra Miller
Barbara Maters

David Thorp

PICCOLO

Principal

Assistant Principal
Forrest and Barbara
Greenberg Chair

Eleanor Tatton-Nelson
David Calderon
Joanna L. Pinckney
Jeanne Coburn

Barbara Maters
Alexandra Miller

OBOE

Thomas Nugent
Principal

Kyle Bruckmann
Gabrielle Castriotta

ENGLISH HORN

TROMBONE

CLARINET

Esther Armendariz

Kyle Bruckmann
Sara Canning

Anthony Collins
Principal

Principal
Robert & Jeanne Person Chair

BASS TROMBONE

R. John Charles, Jr., and
Margaret Wennhold
Charles Chair

TUBA

Elizabeth Sanders

Michael Hernandez

BASS CLARINET

Michael Hernandez

BASSOON

Nicolasa Kuster

Principal
The Hobin Family Chair

Daniel Shifren
Lawrence Rhodes

CONTRABASSOON
Lawrence Rhodes

FRENCH HORN

Caitlyn Smith Franklin
Principal

Jeffrey Fowler
Melia Badalian
James Kesey

TRUMPET

John Freeman

Principal
Margaret M. Zuckerman Chair

Richard Leder
Hal Willenborg

C.L. Behrens

Scott Choate
Principal

TIMPANI

Alex Orfaly
Principal

PERCUSSION
Noah McKee
Principal

Michael Downing
Graham Thompson

HARP

Madeline Jarzembak

Principal
Beverly Fitch McCarthy Chair

KEYBOARD

Esther Kemalyan
Roche
Principal

LIBRARIAN

Susan von Sosten

PERSONNEL
MANAGER

Hal Willenborg

TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR

Zachary Spurlin
*On leave

Contact Executive Director Don Nelson at the Symphony office,
(209) 951-0196, to find out how you can be a musician chair sponsor!
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Board of Directors,
   Advisory Board, and Staff
OFFICERS

Co-Presidents
James Morris
Daniel Terry, M.D.
Vice President of Development
James Morris
Co-Vice Presidents of Education
Cecilia Moran
Roger Sitkin
Vice President of Finance
Elizabeth Kim
Vice President of Governance
Velma K. Lim
Secretary
Patricia Cox
Treasurer
Joe Sublett
Immediate Past President
Pamela F. Lee

DIRECTORS

Conni Bock
Hon. Ann M. Chargin*
Pheon Davison
F. J. Dietrich IV
Susanne Ghidoni
Judy Goldstrand
Kathy Hart
Douglas Hunt
Beverly Fitch McCarthy*
Evia Briggs Moore, Ed. D.
Benjamin Reddish, Jr.
Peter Witte*
Margaret H. Zuckerman

SYMPHONY CIRCLE

Sylvester Aguilar
Nelson Bahler
Pat Catania
Judith Chambers
Hon. Ann M. Chargin
Tim Daly
Dennis Goldstrand
Mike Klocke
Fred Lee
Teresa Mandella
Beverly Fitch McCarthy
Hal Monroe
Erna Murphy
Gary Putnam
Steve Sherman
Dr. Earl Taylor
Francesca Vera
Douglass W. Wilhoit, Jr.

PAST PRESIDENTS
OF THE ASSOCIATION

Robert M. Adams, M.D., 1959–61
Arthur J. Holton, Ed. D., 1961–62,
1969–70
Erwin H. Roeser, M.D., 1962–63
Edwin L. Mayall, 1963–64
Mike Rosenthal, 1964–65
Norman Silva, 1965–66
Darrell Glahn, 1966–67
Thomas T. Chen, M.D., 1967–69
Henry J. Zeiter, M.D., 1970–71
Gerald Cundiff, 1971–73
Beverly Fitch McCarthy, 1973–77
Dorothy Levy, 1977–79
David E. Zuckerman, 1979–81
Gene Weston, 1982–83
R. M. Lewis, 1983–87
William H. Lynch, 1987–90

Nancy Schneider, 1990–95
Pamela F. Lee, 1995–2000
Douglas B. Wied, 2000–03
Teresa Mandella, 2003–07
Leslie Sherman, 2007–09
Michael Whelan, 2009–11
Patrick N. Catania, 2011–12
Nancy I. Schneider, 2012–13
Pamela F. Lee 2013–16

ARTISTIC STAFF

Music Director and Conductor
Peter Jaffe
Music Director Emeritus
Kyung-Soo Won
Librarian
Susan von Sosten
Orchestra Personnel Manager
Hal Willenborg
Technical Director
Zachary Spurlin

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Executive Director
Don Nelson

Director of Finance
Phyllis Trachiotis
Marketing and Community
Relations Manager
Kimberlee DiBartolo
Patron Services
Erma D. Smith

ORCHESTRA
REPRESENTATIVES
C. L. Behrens
Barbara Maters

*ex-officio
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Saturday | September 22, 2018 | 6 pm
WARREN ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

THE SIGHTS AND
SOUNDS OF STOCKTON
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Peter Jaffe, conductor
Anthony Trionfo, flute

SMITH/KEY

The Star-Spangled Banner

JOHN WINEGLASS

The Sights and Sounds of Stockton:
Cityscapes (World Premiere)

(1750–1836/1779–1843)

Video created by San Joaquin Delta College media students

IBERT

Flute Concerto

(1890–1962)		Allegro
		Andante
		 Allegro scherzando

Anthony Trionfo, flute

INTERMISSION
BRAHMS

Symphony No. 1 in C minor, op. 68

(1833–1897)		 Un poco sostenuto—Allegro
		 Andante sostenuto
		 Un poco allegretto e grazioso
		 Finale: Adagio—Più andante—Allegro non troppo,
			 ma con brio

Concert sponsors: Drs. Thomas and Virginia Chen | Moris and Julie Senegor
Guest artist sponsors: Mary Ann and Steve Schermerhorn/James M. Morris |
Zeiter Eye Medical Group
The Sights and Sounds of Stockton grantors: City of Stockton Arts Commission |
National Endowment for the Arts
Concert venue sponsor: San Joaquin Delta College
Print media sponsor: The Record/San Joaquin Media Group
Guest artist accommodations provided by Hal and Debbie Lurtsema
Piano tuning by Marty Weiner
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Program Notes
THE SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF
STOCKTON: CITYSCAPES
John Wineglass

and San Joaquin Delta
College media students

In accordance with its
mission to inspire joy and
build community through
music—and with the aim of
generating community pride
and awareness through art—
the Stockton Symphony teamed up with awardwinning composer John Wineglass and San Joaquin
Delta College media students under the direction
of Adriana Brogger and Kirstyn Russell to create a
project titled The Sights and Sounds of Stockton. The
Delta College media students, all of whom are from
the area and live in the various quadrants of our
city, fanned out into the community to gather
pictures and videos of their daily environment. They
brought the raw footage to class and collaborated
to edit the “sights” of Stockton into a feature
approximately ten to twelve minutes long.
Wineglass visited Stockton several times to get a
feel for the area, and he worked with the students
on the overall scope of the project as well as details
of compilation to achieve a compelling outcome.
He then composed the accompanying symphonic
score for tonight’s live performance with the
Stockton Symphony. This week he has also been
meeting with composition students to discuss the
composition process and how a composer works
with visual components, and he engaged in a
public forum with students and members of our
community to discuss his work on this project.
Winner of three Daytime Emmy Awards and
recipient of four additional Emmy nominations,
John Wineglass has performed on five continents,
before five U.S. presidents, and for world leaders
such as former King Hussein of Jordan and
Chancellor Mikhail Gorbachev of the Soviet Union.
He has collaborated with myriad Oscar and Grammy
Award–winning artists, among them Aretha Franklin,
Whitney Houston, and Jamie Foxx. His works have
been commissioned and performed by organizations
ranging from the Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary
Music led by Marin Alsop to the Kennedy Center
in Washington, D.C.

Wineglass made his debut as a solo violist with
the DC Youth Orchestra in his native Washington,
D.C., at the age of eleven, graduated from American
University with a major in composition and a
minor in viola, and earned his master’s degree in
composition, specifically film scoring for motion
pictures, television and multimedia at New York
University. His proficiency as a gospel and
contemporary jazz pianist added to his performing
opportunities worldwide, and he has served as
conductor under the direction of such conductors
as Kurt Masur of the New York Philharmonic and
Samuel Wong of the Hong Kong Philharmonic.
In addition to his Daytime Emmy Awards for
Outstanding Achievement in Music Direction and
Composition for a Drama Series, Wineglass has
received three ASCAP Film and Television Music
Awards. He has served as composer and conductor
for the Film Society of Lincoln Center’s Silent
Film Festival and has captured the attention
of independent feature filmmakers through
his scores for documentaries, major-network
commercials, and international campaigns for the
American Red Cross and U.S. Army.
Stockton Symphony Executive Director Don
Nelson conceptualized, created, and facilitated
the Sights and Sounds of Stockton project. Music
Director Peter Jaffe, with his long history of
collaborations, realized that the perfect composer
for such a multimedia project would be John
Wineglass, who had come to his attention at
conferences of the Association of California
Symphony Orchestras. Don Nelson secured grants
from the Stockton Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the Arts, and the Sights
and Sounds of Stockton project was launched.
John Wineglass writes: “From the landscapes of
the Delta to the diverse peoples of Stockton—like
the first responders and even just regular but
distinctive citizens—through the photos of the next
generation and my own personal visits delving
even into some history—I paint a musical symphonic
picture of my first impressions of this innermost
waterway of the state of California.”
—compiled by Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, 2nd doubling piccolo, 2 oboes,
2nd doubling English horn, 2 clarinets, 2nd doubling bass
clarinet, 2 bassoons, alto saxophone, 4 horns, 2 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, timpani, bass drum, snare drum,
suspended and crash cymbals, piano, harp, and strings
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FLUTE CONCERTO
Jacques Ibert

Born in Paris, August 15, 1890;
died in Paris, February 5, 1962
Jacques Ibert is best known for his successful
symphonic suite Escales (Ports of Call) and the
present Flute Concerto, but he also wrote operas,
ballets, vocal pieces, chamber music, and many
more orchestral works. Following his studies at
the Paris Conservatory, Ibert served in the navy
during World War I. In 1919 he won the Prix de
Rome on his first try with his cantata Le poète et
le fée—a remarkable achievement after the fouryear interruption in his musical activities. During
his stay in Rome he wrote Escales (1922) and
later spent much of his career there as director
of the Académie de France of Rome (1937–60).
His music shows both an Impressionistic and
Neoclassic orientation, colorful harmonies and
instrumentation, and often a sense of humor.
Ibert composed his Flute Concerto in 1932–33 for
celebrated French flutist Marcel Moyse, who gave
the first performance in Paris in 1934, conducted
by Philippe Gaubert. Both Moyse and Gaubert
had been students of the famous flutist Paul
Taffanel, founder of the modern French school of
flute playing that so influenced the music world.
The Concerto was well received, and the third
movement immediately became a test piece at
the Paris Conservatory, but wider recognition was
slow in coming. Possible reasons may have been
that Moyse performed it only rarely, or simply
that it was considered too difficult. In the second
half of the twentieth century, however, the Flute
Concerto was taken up by many flutists and
began to receive its due.
Laid out in the standard three movements, fastslow-fast, the Flute Concerto shows the tendency
Ibert exhibited in all his works for solo instrument
with orchestra—to write with a chamber music–
like texture so that the soloist could project. He
was also concerned with the individual qualities
of the solo instrument. He said, “I have given
to my instruments, in my concertos, themes
appropriate to their sonorous qualities, and
which respect their expressive possibilities.”
After a spicy orchestral announcement, the first
movement takes off in fast running passages
for the flute that offer scarcely any chance to
breathe. Occasionally the orchestra takes over
the fast motion or the flute enters into a brief
dialogue with other instruments, but the general
impression is a headlong rush until the big bang
of the ending.
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The slow movement brings out the lyrical,
singing qualities of the flute in a tender melody,
with underlying support that often introduces
poignant tension and resolution. Ibert’s wife told
flutist Albert Tipton that the Concerto had been
written shortly after the death of the composer’s
father, and that this movement expressed a
spirit of mourning. Particularly striking is the
bluesy entrance of the flute at the outset, a
slightly ominous passage in which timpani are
invoked, the lush mid-movement peak, and the
pensive return of the opening melody by solo
violin while the flute weaves arabesques around
it. The overall feeling is not so much anguish
as reflection.
The jaunty entrance of the last movement dashes
aside all reverie with its jazzy syncopations,
fanfares, and virtuosic writing for the solo flute.
Initiated by the first of two cadenzas, a lovely
middle section brings back an introspective
mood. Following the return of the carefree
opening, the flute launches a second thrilling
cadenza. The orchestra reenters briefly but lustily
to round off the Concerto.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
2 horns, trumpet, timpani, and strings

SYMPHONY NO. 1 IN C MINOR, OP. 68
Johannes Brahms
Born in Hamburg, May 7, 1833;
died in Vienna, April 3, 1897

“I shall never write a symphony,” Brahms said
to his conductor-friend Hermann Levi. “You have
no idea how the likes of us feel when we hear
the tramp of a giant like him behind us.” By “him”
Brahms of course meant Beethoven. As a young
man Brahms had destroyed many attempted
symphonies because they were not yet up to his
high standards. A hearing of Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony in 1854 apparently inspired Brahms
to attempt a symphony in the same key, but the
parts that survived eventually wound up in his D
minor Piano Concerto and his German Requiem.
The following year, when Brahms was twentytwo, he sketched some ideas that later appeared
in his C minor Symphony, and in 1862 he
apparently demonstrated an early version of the
first movement for Clara Schumann. Yet it was
not until the summer of 1876 while Brahms was
sojourning on the Isle of Rügen in the Baltic Sea
that he completed the work. He was forty-three

by this time and in his maturity as a composer.
The sixty-seven works he had published up to
this time did include orchestral compositions
(serenades, variations, and concertos), just not a
symphony. His waiting for the right time paid off:
Brahms is one of the few composers whose first
symphony is as good as his last.
As soon as the First Symphony was completed
Brahms wrote to Otto Dessoff in Karlsruhe: “It
was always my cherished and secret wish to hear
the thing first in a small town that possessed
a good friend, a good conductor, and a good
orchestra.” Dessoff was naturally thrilled to
conduct the first performance, which took place
on November 4, 1876. The success, though
not overwhelming, was enough for Brahms to
schedule several more performances, which he
conducted himself, in various cities.
It is tempting to speculate that much of the
anguish and turmoil of the first movement had
to do with Brahms’s conflicted feelings for Clara,
which had been particularly intense during
1855 when some of it was sketched. Brahms’s
impressive, surging introduction begins over
insistent timpani beats, reinforced by bass and
contrabassoon, and presents several motives that
take shape in the main body of the movement—a
remarkable feat given that the introduction was
apparently something of an afterthought. In this
Brahms was right in step with Beethoven, who
often came up with a stroke of genius in the late
stages of a work. Brahms creates the illusion that
his introduction is returning near the end of the
coda by reducing the tempo and recalling the
timpani beats and rising half steps in the winds.
If the introduction was an afterthought, when did
he conceive of this unifying closing device?
Two other first-movement features deserve
brief mention. First, just before the exposition
ends, Brahms treats us to one of his ingenious
signature devices: he “repeats” a short stormy
passage, but with a simple exchange of voices—
the bass line for the treble—which gives the eight
measures an entirely new cast. Second, at the
start of the development he makes an unusual
plunge into a remote key. This commentator has
discovered a remarkable precedent for this move
in exactly the same place in the first movement
of the recently unearthed First Symphony—also
in C minor—of his teacher Eduard Marxsen.
After the weight of the first movement, the
Andante sostenuto enters like a breath of fresh
air with a lovely opening melody in a distant
new key. The movement, which is not without

its tinges of melancholy, again takes much of its
motivic material from its opening. Two matching
sections frame a middle section signaled by
the first violins alone. Partway through this
centerpiece Brahms introduces a new idea with
a poignant oboe solo. He concludes his ternary
form by adding a coda from which horn and solo
violin emerge in ethereal sweetness.
The third movement is a type of relaxed scherzo
alternative that Brahms favored in many of his
four-movement works. This graceful, tightly
organized movement contains a trio in the
traditional scherzo-trio-scherzo pattern, but the
typical “agitated-lyrical-agitated” characteristics
are turned inside out. Brahms indulges in his
love of unusual phrase lengths right at the outset
with the two opening five-bar phrases (four-bar
phrases being the norm); when the same phrases
return he ingeniously extends them into sevenbar phrases, and at their last appearance to
eleven (although the eleven bars are so long as to
be thought of in two parts).
Brahms gave added weight to the end of his
Symphony by prefacing the finale with a dramatic
slow introduction. As in the first movement,
its motivic material spawns the main themes.
The famous “liberating” horn theme in C major
dates from 1868 when Brahms sent a birthday
postcard to Clara from Switzerland saying,
“Today the Alpenhorn blew thus.” This negates
the suggestion that Brahms intended it to sound
like the tower chimes at Cambridge University,
which had offered Brahms a doctoral degree
just before the Symphony was completed. This
melody is followed by an equally arresting
solemn, hymnlike phrase for trombone choir
and bassoons. The celebrated main theme of
the exposition prompted helpful souls to point
out to the composer its similarity to the finale
of Beethoven’s Ninth. Brahms’s famous retort,
“Any ass can see that!” only emphasizes that
what matters is how such building materials are
treated—these two movements develop along
their own ingenious lines. Brahms’s symphonic
edifice is crowned by a substantial coda in which
the gathering momentum is interrupted by the
majestic reappearance of the trombone hymn,
which then touches off the jubilant drive to
the close.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones,
timpani, and strings
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Guest Artist
Anthony Trionfo,
flute
Praised for his “spellbinding”
performances with “authoritative
intellect” by the Santa Barbara
Voice after his performance
of the Jolivet Concerto with
the Music Academy of the
West Festival Orchestra, flutist
Anthony Trionfo will make his recital debuts this
spring on the Young Concert Artists (YCA) Series at the
Kennedy Center as well as in New York City’s Merkin
Concert Hall. On these concerts he will premiere a new
work by YCA composer-in-residence Katherine Balch.
In the 2017–18 season Mr. Trionfo appeared in recital
and conducted educational and community outreach
at Chamber on the Mountain, Iowa State University,
Southern Adventist University, Saint Vincent College,
the Levine School of Music, the Lied Center of Kansas
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and the Port Washington Library. He performed Bach’s
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 with Vadim Gluzman and
the ProMusica Chamber Orchestra and appeared with
the Jupiter Chamber Players. He has performed
concertos with the Interlochen Symphony Orchestra, the
Colburn Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Obama’s “President’s
Own” Marine Band, and the Las Vegas Philharmonic.
Recipient of the Jack Kent Cooke Young Artist Award
in 2012, Mr. Trionfo appeared on From the Top as a
featured alumni performer. In 2013 he was a firstprize winner of the Alexander & Buono International
Flute Competition and a winner of the National
YoungArts Foundation Competition. At the YCA 2016
International Auditions he received the Saint Vincent
College Concert Series Prize, the Ruth Laredo Award,
the Lied Center of Kansas Prize, and the Michaels
Award. He received the further distinction of being the
first YCA artist to win the inaugural LP Classics Debut
Recording Prize, granting him a commercial recording.
In addition to performing, Mr. Trionfo is committed to
community outreach, teaching through the Jumpstart
program in Los Angeles. He is also pursuing his
master’s degree under the tutelage of James Walker
at the Colburn Conservatory of Music, where he
has been a teaching fellow. He graduated from the
Interlochen Arts Academy having studied with Nancy
Stagnitta and has performed in master classes with
Emmanuel Pahud, Mimi Stillman, and Paula Robison.
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Saturday | November 10, 2018 | 6 pm
WARREN ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

Peter Jaffe, conductor
Cooper Walden, trumpet
Chris Brubeck, bass trombone
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LOWDEN

Armed Forces Salute

L. BOULANGER
(1893–1918)

D’un matin de printemps
(Of a spring morning)

CHRIS BRUBECK

The Blues and Beyond

(1920–1998)

(b. 1952)		
		
		

Hunt of the Souls
Cathedral Blues
Celebration Jubilation

Cooper Walden, trumpet
Chris Brubeck, bass trombone

INTERMISSION
SAINT-SAËNS

Symphony No. 3 in C minor, op. 78, “Organ”

(1835–1921)		
		

Adagio—Allegro moderato—Poco adagio
Allegro moderato—Presto—Maestoso—Allegro

Elizabeth Forsyth, organ

Concert sponsors: Philip and Anne Berolzheimer and the Coastal Barrier Island
Foundation | Dr. and Mrs. Stuart Jacobs/Downey Brand LLP
Guest artist sponsors: Dr. and Mrs. Francis Ghidoni | Stockton Symphony Alliance
Organ donor: Alan Hitt
Concert venue sponsor: San Joaquin Delta College
Print media sponsor: The Record/San Joaquin Media Group
Guest artist accommodations provided by Hal and Debbie Lurtsema
Piano tuning by Marty Weiner
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Program Notes
ARMED FORCES SALUTE
Robert Lowden

Born in Camden, New Jersey, July 23, 1920;
died in Medford, New Jersey, October 30, 1998
Composer, music educator, conductor, arranger,
and trombonist Robert Lowden played in the
Camden High School band and orchestra before
studying music at the College of South Jersey. His
studies were interrupted by World War II, during
which he served as a trombonist and arranger for
the 322nd Army Band at Fort Dix. After the war
he resumed his studies at Temple University in
Philadelphia though he was largely self-taught as
an arranger. He taught in the public schools in
Camden, New Jersey, and served as an arranger
for Johnny Austin, Oscar Dumont, and Claude
Thornhill. From 1958 to 1968 Lowden arranged for
the 101 Strings Orchestra, receiving credit on their
150 plus popular music and easy-listening albums.
One of the best-known arrangers for big bands,
jazz ensembles, and pops orchestras, Lowden
also arranged for college and high school
ensembles and was in demand as an adjudicator
and clinician at festivals and schools. He also
composed over 400 advertising jingles, of which
the most famous was probably the Melrose
Diner jingle “Everybody who knows goes to
the Melrose.” In his last years he also worked
as an arranger for the Pennsy Pops Orchestra
(Norristown, Pennsylvania) and for the Ocean City
Pops (Ocean City, New Jersey).
One of Lowden’s most often played
arrangements is his stirring tribute to the five
principal branches of the United States Armed
Forces, which is played for Veteran’s Day concerts
and other patriotic events across the country.
Lowden begins with snippets of “America the
Beautiful,” “Dixie,” and “Yankee Doodle” to
introduce the first of his armed forces songs, the
U.S. Army’s “The Caisson Song” (words and music
by Edmond L. Gruber, later revised by H. W.
Arberg as “The Army Goes Rolling Along”).
A bit of “Columbia Gem of the Ocean” brings on
the U.S. Coast Guard’s “Semper paratus” (Francis
S. van Boskerck)—slow at first, then in march

time—followed by the “The Marines’ Hymn: From
the Halls of Montezuma” (words: anonymous,
some attributed variously to Henry C. Davis,
Charles Doyen, and L. Z. Phillips; music based on
a melody from Jacques Offenbach’s comic opera
Geneviève de Brabant). Lowden inserts a fragment
of “When Johnny Comes Marching Home” to lead
into “The U.S. Air Force (The Wild Blue Yonder)”
(words and music by Robert Crawford).
Fragments of “The Battle Hymn of the Republic”
bring on the U.S. Navy’s “Anchors Aweigh” (music
by Charles A. Zimmerman; words by Alfred Hart
Miles, additional verse by Royal Lovell, revision by
George D. Lottman). At the end Lowden cleverly
inserts a bit of the “Sailor’s Hornpipe” before
the closing phrase from “America the Beautiful”
brings the Armed Forces Salute full circle.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, doubling piccolo, oboe, 2 clarinets,
bass clarinet, bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones,
tuba, timpani, snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, chimes,
bells (glockenspiel), piano, and strings

D’UN MATIN DE PRINTEMPS
(OF A SPRING MORNING)
Lili Boulanger
Born in Paris, August 21, 1893;
died in Mézy, March 15, 1918

Lili Boulanger, younger sister of Nadia by six
years, was extremely gifted musically to the
extent that Nadia felt somewhat eclipsed, much
as she loved her sister and aided in her musical
education. Together they created quite a stir in
many areas of French music that had typically
been the domain of men. Their father and
grandfather had been professors at the Paris
Conservatoire, in which steps Nadia followed,
though not without a struggle. Their mother, a
Russian countess and singer, oversaw their early
musical education but also instilled rigid values in
them and rarely praised their achievements.
Before she was three Lili was diagnosed with
intestinal tuberculosis (now known as Crohn’s
disease). Because of her fragile health, she could
not attend school regularly or go to concerts,
but she studied with her sister, Paul Vidal, and
Georges Caussade. She knew at the age of
sixteen that she would be a composer, and at the
age of nineteen attracted considerable attention
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when she won the Premier Grand Prix de Rome
for her cantata Faust et Hélène. She was the first
woman to receive the prize, which only a few
years previously had eluded Nadia.
Besides composing, Lili put what energy she
could toward helping the families of musicians
who had been called into military service with
the outbreak of World War I. In July 1917 she
was forced by her illness to undergo a serious
operation, which left her with only a few months
to live. She continued to compose, however, even
to her last hours on March 15, 1918, dictating her
Pie Jésu for voice, harp, organ, and string quartet,
note by note to her sister.
Nadia championed the works of her sister all
her long life. One of her last projects, during the
late winter and spring of 1979, was to prepare
seventeen of Lili’s works for republication in
order to guarantee her sister’s immortality,
correct mistakes of the earlier editions, and
insure royalty payments for her principal heirs.
Lili began composing the effervescent D’un matin
de printemps, originally a violin (or flute) and
piano piece, in March 1917 but did not complete
the orchestration until 1918. She also fashioned
an idiomatic piano trio version. In December
1917 she wrote a melancholy companion
piece, D’un soir triste (Of a sad evening), which
together with D’un matin de printemps were the
last pieces she completed in her own hand,
though Nadia later added some editing details.
Both works show a certain debt to mainstream
French composers such as Fauré, Debussy, and
Ravel, but she was also continuing her quest for
innovative harmonic and instrumental colors.
Over scintillating, rhythmic accompaniment, a
sunny flute solo brings the spring morning to
life in a triple meter dance, joined by other wind
solos. More contemplative moments ensue, as in
sections of lush string melody or when principal
strings alternate in slower versions of the main
theme, but the overall effect is one of dancelike
luminescence. Boulanger shows a wonderful
sense for dramatic buildup and relaxation and
her groupings of instrumental colors are inspired.
The final section positively shimmers before
its climactic harp glissando and emphatic
final chord.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn,
2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon,
4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, triangle,
suspended cymbal, snare drum, harp, celesta, and strings
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THE BLUES AND BEYOND
Chris Brubeck

Born in Los Angeles, March 19, 1952
For Chris Brubeck’s biographic information and
photo please see “Guest Artists” below.
Note by the composer:
“The Blues and Beyond premiered in 2008 in
Prague, Czech Republic. It was commissioned
by The Czech National Symphony Orchestra and
dedicated to Jan Hasenöhrl, the CNSO founder
and trumpet soloist. Jan wanted to share the
stage with me as the other soloist (trombone) to
explore a piece that sounded really ‘American!’
There is actually nothing MORE American than
jazz and blues, so my composition leaned in that
musical direction.
The blues is a mercurial and powerful force. It
can convey profound sorrow and it can also bring
“good time” jazz to the heart and lift up the soul.
It also is the child of a strange marriage of African
and European cultures. Of course, the European
culture long has been shaped by the presence
and power of the church. Not only as a dominant
moral and political force, but the music itself had
a great impact on Africans. When you listen to
great and soulful African choirs, you can hear
how they adapted and converted this European
music. The African’s interpretation of church
music offers a version with more “soul” than the
European composers ever would have imagined.
The “great Amen” chords of those hymns—
dominant (V), subdominant (IV), and tonic (I)—are
the foundations of chordal harmony and, not
coincidentally, also the building blocks of the
blues. This piece contrasts the similarities and
differences between the blues and its many
forms as a jumping-off point for explorations into
the orchestral world. This includes the musical
mechanisms of “call and response” at the start
of the first movement; the somber truths of the
second movement; and the jubilant celebration
of African polyrhythms in a 5/4 shuffle and a 6/4
section, climaxing in a 3/4 section that is
as far from a waltz as you can get but serves
as the vehicle driving the piece to its
celebratory conclusion.
I constructed the composition to have three
distinct movements. The first movement, Hunt
of the Souls, is powerful and extroverted with
sweeping rhythms and themes. By contrast,
the second movement is an expression of an
emotion I often feel when I walk into the great
old churches and cathedrals of Europe. I feel
a tremendous emotional pull from the ghosts

of the generations of the faithful who toiled
to build their place of holy worship—hence
the title Cathedral Blues for this sorrowful and
contemplative movement. The third movement,
Celebration Jubilation, is in direct contrast to the
second and totally illustrates its name.
—Chris Brubeck
Scored for 2 flutes, 2nd doubling piccolo, 2 oboes,
2nd doubling English horn, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet,
2 bassoons, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, timpani, xylophone, marimba,
calabash, slapstick, suspended cymbal, bell tree, ratchet,
cowbell, glockenspiel, snare drum, congas, timbales,
tubular bells, tenor drum, snap cymbal with soft mallets,
tam-tam, tambourine, triangle, drum set, piano, organ,
electric bass, and strings

SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN C MINOR,
OP. 78, “ORGAN”
Camille Saint-Saëns
Born in Paris, October 9, 1835;
died in Algiers, December 16, 1921

The idea of employing organ so prominently in
a symphony may have been a logical one for an
organist and composer such as Camille SaintSaëns but was certainly unusual. Saint-Saëns,
who had enjoyed celebrity status in England since
the 1870s, knew of the instrument’s popularity
there and may have decided the commission
from the London Philharmonic Society in 1886
was the perfect opportunity to experiment. He
may have also been inspired by the organ’s role
in the symphonic poem Hunnenschlacht by Franz
Liszt, to whose memory Saint-Saëns dedicated
the Organ Symphony when it was published. His
colleague had died on July 31, 1886, after the
London premiere in May but before the French
premiere in January 1887.
The way in which the commission for the
Symphony came about seems astonishingly
contrary to current expectations. Initially SaintSaëns had been invited to appear as piano soloist
and conductor. When he proposed a modest
fee of forty pounds, the financially challenged
Society hoped he would be amenable to a lesser
honorarium of thirty pounds if he were also
asked to compose a work for the occasion! The
offer must have been acceptable to Saint-Saëns,
who wrote three months later that the piece was
“well under way.” Commenting on the enormous
performing forces it would require, he warned:
“It will be terrifying.”

It had been twenty-seven years since Saint-Saëns
had composed a symphony, but the symphonic
medium was enjoying a resurgence in France
and he thought the time was ripe for his own
contribution. Nevertheless, he felt obliged to
write an extended commentary in defense of
its adventurous instrumentation—which
includes a novel four-hand piano part as well
as the organ—and to explain its unconventional
approach to form:
This symphony, like the author’s fourth
concerto and sonata for piano and violin, is
divided into two movements. Nevertheless,
it contains, in principle, the four traditional
movements; but the first, arrested in
development, serves as an introduction to
the Adagio, and the Scherzo is linked by the
same process to the Finale. The composer has
thus sought to avoid the endless repetitions,
which more and more tend to disappear from
instrumental music under the influence of
increasingly developed musical culture.
Thus, where one might expect the recapitulation
in the “first movement,” the composer makes
a transition to the “second movement,” and
instead of a five-part scherzo à la Beethoven or
Schumann, Saint-Saëns launches into the finale
after the second trio section.
Like Liszt and ensuing generations of French
composers, Saint-Saëns was fascinated by
cyclicism—the unification of a work by using a
motto theme in more than one movement. SaintSaëns’s agitated main theme, first heard after the
slow introduction, reappears in several guises in
the Allegro section. Its first four notes correspond
with those that begin the Dies irae chant from
the Roman Catholic Requiem Mass, a motive that
had haunted Berlioz and Liszt and would obsess
Rachmaninoff in the next century.
Saint-Saëns further transfigures his motto theme
in the lush, radiant Adagio, where, he said, it
brings “a vague feeling of unrest.” He interposes
the motto again following the “energetic”
opening of the scherzo, and, after the Maestoso
opening of the finale, it returns “completely
transformed,” said Saint-Saëns, “stated by the
divided strings and the pianoforte and taken up
by the organ with all the force of the orchestra.”
Reappearing ultimately in the resplendent coda,
the motto “takes the form of a violin passage”—
the composer’s colossal understatement for the
spectacular way in which the motto permeates
the entire concluding section.
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Countless listeners have been drawn to the lush
and radiant “slow movement” (second half of the
first movement), immediately recognizable by
the serene first entrance of the organ. But the
work is remarkable throughout for its variety of
texture and masterful handling of the orchestral
forces. One might single out the decisive but
sparing use of the timpani in the main theme’s
first appearance and in the opening gesture of
the scherzo, the majestic entrance of the organ
signaling the “fourth movement,” or the magical
sonority of the divided strings and rippling piano
in the ensuing return of the motto.
The Organ Symphony was first performed
in London’s St. James Hall on May 19, 1886,
conducted by the composer after he had

Guest Artists
Cooper Walden,
trumpet
Cooper Walden is a multigenre freelance trumpeter
based in the Central Valley
of California. Taking his
cue from the old Harry
James album Have Trumpet,
Will Travel, he has lived,
studied, and performed as a musician in the
United States, Austria, Russia, South Korea, New
Zealand, Tahiti, and the Cook Islands.
Mr. Walden’s collaborative playing includes
appointment as principal stage trumpet of the
Tirolean Festival Orchestra, which records under
the Col Legno record label and specializes in
performing the operas of Richard Wagner; as
guest co-principal trumpet with the Volgograd
Symphony Orchestra with American guest
conductor David André; as guest principal
trumpet with the Jeju City Symphony; and with
the Fresno Grand Opera, Fresno Philharmonic,
Redlands Symphony, and Sequoia Symphony
Orchestra. He is also a member of L.A.
Brassworks, a quintet with a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts to bring
classical music to rural areas of the United States.
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appeared on the first half as the soloist in
Beethoven’s Fourth Piano Concerto. He was given
a rousing ovation and received equal acclaim
when the work was first performed in Paris.
Charles Gounod was heard to exclaim, “Behold
the French Beethoven!” and Gabriel Fauré
accurately predicted, “This Symphony will live
much longer than us two, even when putting our
ages together!”
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 3 flutes, 3rd flute doubling piccolo, 2 oboes,
English horn, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones,
tuba, timpani, cymbals, triangle, bass drum, organ,
piano four hands, and strings

As a trumpet soloist Mr. Walden performed the
Hummel, Haydn, Bach, and Arutiunian concertos
with a number of orchestras. To this great list of
works that he has had the luck and pleasure to
share, he is looking forward to adding, for the
second time, Christopher Brubeck’s jazzy double
concerto for trumpet and trombone, The Blues
and Beyond. As a freelance trumpeter Mr. Walden
has played in backup orchestras and onstage
for a wide variety of legendary musicians from
Renée Fleming to Kristen Chenoweth, Andrea
Bocelli to Diana Krall, Natalie Cole, and rock
bands including Airborne Toxic Event and Gospel
Whiskey Runners.
Conducting and teaching are integral to Mr.
Walden’s music making. He spent two years
as the interim director of instrumental music
at College of the Sequoias, and his private
students have won local, statewide, and national
competitions. He regularly volunteers to work
with school bands in low-income areas, gives
clinics, and adjudicates.
Born in Santa Cruz, California, Walden began
studying piano at the age of six and trumpet at
the age of twelve. He studied with Brian Recht
while in high school and continued his studies at
the University of Redlands with David Washburn
and at the Mozarteum University Salzburg with
Hans Gansch. Cooper is currently principal
trumpet for the Sequoia Symphony Orchestra, an
adjunct instructor of music at Clovis and Reedley
colleges, and an orchestral coach for University of
California, Santa Cruz.

Chris Brubeck,
bass trombone
Grammy-nominated
composer Chris Brubeck
continues to distinguish
himself as a multifaceted
performer and creative
force who is clearly
tuned into the pulse of
contemporary music. John von Rhein, respected
music critic for the Chicago Tribune, called him “a
composer with a real flair for lyrical melody—a
21st-century Lenny Bernstein.”
Brubeck has created an impressive body of
symphonic work while maintaining a demanding
touring and recording schedule with his two
groups: the Brubeck Brothers Quartet (with
brother Dan on drums) and Triple Play, an
acoustic trio featuring Chris on piano, bass, and
trombone along with guitarist Joel Brown and
harmonica player extraordinaire Peter Madcat
Ruth. The Brubeck Brothers Quartet (Chris, Dan,
pianist Chuck Lamb, and guitarist Mike DeMicco)
continues to tour and through the years has
released five CDs, which have consistently hit the
top of the jazz radio charts.
A much sought-after composer, Chris Brubeck
most recently had his double concerto for Jaime
Laredo and Sharon Robinson premiered in
August 2018 at the Classical Tahoe Festival, and
in November 2017 the famed Canadian Brass
premiered his No Borders with the Lexington
Philharmonic. Brubeck’s commissions have
resulted in many innovative concertos and other
orchestral works for a variety of artists and
ensembles—among them celebrated guitarist
Sharon Isbin, Time for Three, violinist Nick
Kendall, the Muir String Quartet, the Boston
Pops, the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, and the
Colorado Music Festival as well as the Baltimore,
Indianapolis, Portland, Stockton, and Oakland
East Bay Symphonies.
Brubeck’s highly acclaimed Bass Trombone
Concerto, which he recorded as soloist with the
London Symphony Orchestra, appears on the
album Bach to Brubeck for the Koch label and has
been performed by many of the world’s top bass
trombonists. Brubeck premiered and recorded
his second trombone concerto, The Prague
Concerto, with the Czech National Symphony
Orchestra, again issued by Koch on the album
Convergence, about which Fanfare magazine
raved, “Brubeck’s skill both as composer and
soloist is extraordinary.”

April 2009 saw the premiere of Ansel Adams:
America, an exciting orchestral piece written
by Chris and Dave Brubeck to accompany
one hundred of Adams’s majestic images
projected above the orchestra. Commissioned
by a consortium of eight orchestras—led by
the Stockton Symphony—the work received
a Grammy nomination in 2013 for Best
Instrumental Composition.
Chris performed as a member of the Dave
Brubeck Quartet for sixteen years and was a
frequent guest artist with the Quartet before
and after that period. Featured on dozens of
recordings with the DBQ, Chris had the pleasure
of playing at all of world’s great jazz festivals.
With the DBQ he also collaborated with many
symphony orchestras and continues that
tradition today as a soloist and member of the
Brubeck Brothers Quartet and Triple Play.

Elizabeth Forsyth,
organ
A native of San Francisco,
Elizabeth Forsyth received
her early training with
Esther Johnson of Berkeley,
California. While studying at
Brigham Young University,
she received her Bachelor
of Music and Master of Music degrees, both
in organ performance, and served as assistant
university carillonneur. Active in church music for
forty-five years, Ms. Forsyth has served Lutheran,
Episcopal, Presbyterian, and LDS congregations
as both organist and director of music. Currently
she is the organist at First Congregational Church,
Berkeley. She has served on the executive boards
of both the San Francisco and Philadelphia
chapters of the American Guild of Organists
where she has also chaired program and longrange planning committees.
As a recitalist Ms. Forsyth has performed
throughout the Bay Area, Utah, Idaho, and
Pennsylvania. Her recent collaborations with
performing groups have included the First
Church Festival Chorus, Chora Nova, the Young
People’s Symphony Orchestra, and the Folsom
Lake Symphony. A former guest organist at the
Salt Lake Tabernacle, each summer she can
be found teaching classes at the BYU Organ
Workshop. Ms. Forsyth teaches both piano and
organ at her home in Orinda, where she takes
special delight in introducing her teenage piano
students to the organ. She is the proud mother
of four sons and has eight grandchildren.
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Saturday | January 26, 2019 | 6 pm
WARREN ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

Peter Jaffe, conductor
Sandy Cameron, violin
Actors from the University of the
Pacific Opera Theatre,
James Haffner, stage director
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BERNSTEIN

Overture to Candide

BEETHOVEN

Violin Concerto in D major, op. 61

(1918–1990)

(1770–1827)		 Allegro ma non troppo
		Larghetto
		 Rondo: Allegro

Sandy Cameron, violin

INTERMISSION
PROKOFIEV
(1891–1953)

Selections from Romeo and Juliet, Suites
Nos. 1 and 2, opp. 64a and b

		
		
		
		
		
		

The Montagues and the Capulets (Suite 2, no. 1)
Juliet, The Young Girl (Suite 2, no. 2)
Masks (Suite 1, no. 5)
Romeo and Juliet (Suite 1, no. 6)
The Death of Tybalt (Suite 1, no. 7)
Scene (Tableau) (Suite 1, no. 2)
Romeo at Juliet’s Tomb (Suite 2, no. 7)

Actors from the University of the
Pacific Opera Theatre,
James Haffner, stage director
Concert sponsors: Michael and Karen Hall | Joe and Rita Sublett

Guest artist sponsors: Hon. Ann M. Chargin | Henry and Carol Zeiter
Concert venue sponsor: San Joaquin Delta College
Print media sponsor: The Record/San Joaquin Media Group
Guest artist accommodations provided by Hal and Debbie Lurtsema
Piano tuning by Marty Weiner
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Program Notes
OVERTURE TO
CANDIDE
Leonard Bernstein
Born in Lawrence,
Massachusetts,
August 25, 1918;
died in New York,
October 14, 1990

After collaborating on
The Lark, a play with
incidental music about Joan
of Arc, Leonard Bernstein
and Lillian Hellman turned their attention in 1954
to Voltaire’s novella Candide. They thought it the
perfect vehicle to make an artistic statement
against political intolerance in American society,
just as Voltaire had done in eighteenth-century
France. After bringing in poet Richard Wilbur
to write the lyrics, they worked intermittently
on Candide for two years. Enormous amounts
of money were spent on the production, which
opened in Boston on October 29, 1956. Though
many critics called it brilliant, the production
failed financially; after moving to New York in
December, it was shut down after just seventythree performances. Everyone had someone to
blame, but many thought it failed because of
audience confusion about its hybrid nature—was
it an opera, operetta, or a musical?
Leonard Bernstein:
celebrating his
centennial season

The story revolves around the illegitimate
Candide, who loves and is loved in return by
Cunegonde, daughter of nobility. They are
plagued by myriad disasters, which lead them
from Westphalia to Lisbon, Paris, Cadiz, Buenos
Aires, Eldorado, Surinam, and finally Venice, where
they are united at last. Bernstein’s often witty,
sometimes tender music has been considered
the work’s greatest asset, both in the initial failed
production and in later successful versions.
The Overture, possibly Bernstein’s most
frequently performed piece, perfectly captures
the mockery and satire as well as the occasional
introspective moment of Voltaire’s masterful
creation. In an artfully compact form, Bernstein
incorporates tunes from the show, including the
instrumental Battle Music, the love parody

“Oh Happy We,” and Cunegonde’s giddy
coloratura aria “Glitter and Be Gay,” a take-off on
“The Jewel Song” from Gounod’s Faust.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
bass clarinet, E-flat clarinet, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon,
4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani,
bass drum, cymbals, snare drum, tenor drum, triangle,
glockenspiel, xylophone, harp, and strings

VIOLIN CONCERTO
Ludwig van Beethoven

Born in Bonn, December 16?, 1770
(baptized December 17);
died in Vienna, March 26, 1827
Beethoven’s Violin Concerto is possibly the most
beloved violin concerto of all time. It is one of his
most sheerly beautiful compositions, yet it was
not a great success at its premiere. Beethoven
was notorious for completing compositions at
the last possible moment, and the Concerto was
no exception. According to his friend and pupil
Carl Czerny, he finished the score only two days
before the performance, frequently filling all four
extra staves that he had left empty on each page
in the manuscript with revisions to the solo part.
The oft-repeated assertion that the twenty-sixyear-old virtuoso Franz Clement (former child
prodigy for whom the work was composed)
sightread the first performance from the
manuscript rings slightly untrue, since Clement
probably had discussed the Concerto as it
progressed with Beethoven. Moreover, Clement
was noted for his phenomenal memory
and had probably played parts of it before.
Nevertheless, a hastily prepared performance
surely detracted from its merits. The Concerto
must also have suffered from comparison with
the sensationalism of surrounding numbers on
the program. A benefit for Clement himself, the
concert included a composition of his own on
one string with the violin held upside down.
The version of the solo part generally played
today is one that Beethoven sanctioned—
Beethoven scholar Alan Tyson has shown that
Beethoven corrected proofs for that edition.
Yet no manuscript for that version exists;
Beethoven left two strikingly different versions:
one seemingly more original and untouched by
advice from Clement or another party, and one
more idiomatic for the violin and less technically
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difficult. The edition that is usually used lies
somewhere in between. One hundred forty-one
years after the fact, both manuscript versions
were published, which answered many questions,
yet the mystery remains about the formulation of
the first printed edition.
Common Tempo Markings
Italian has been the most common language
for musical directions since the seventeenth
century when such markings began appearing
with increasing frequency in Italian sources. Here
are some common tempo markings arranged
from slowest to fastest, including Beethoven’s
designations for his Violin Concerto in bold and some
qualifying terms.
Largo (slow)
Lento (slow)
Adagio (slow)
Larghetto (Movement II: less slow than largo)
Andante (moderately slow)
Allegretto (slightly less fast than allegro)
Allegro (Movement III: fast)
Allegro ma non troppo (Movement I: fast but
not too fast)
Vivace (fast, lively)
Presto (very fast)
Prestissimo (as fast as possible)
con brio (with spirit)
molto (very)
non troppo (not too)
più (more)

The beginning of the Concerto is one of
Beethoven’s most inspired and famous: five soft
beats of the timpani usher in the calm, radiant
first theme played by the winds. If such a thing is
possible, the four unaccompanied, unharmonized
repeated D-sharps that follow are even more
wondrous. Beethoven’s first sketches show
that he initially thought of them as E-flats; as
D-sharps, however, their function is unusual since
the voice-leading avoids traditional resolutions.
The slow movement opens with a simple chordal
(almost choral) theme in muted strings. A series
of beautiful variations follows, culminating in a
cadenza that leads directly into the merry rondo
finale. The great English writer on music Donald
Francis Tovey called the slow movement a case of
“sublime inaction”:
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The point . . . is that a set of strict variations,
confined to a melody with none but its
own local modulations, and with no change
from major to minor and no change of
time, constitutes a scheme in which there
is no action; or at all events, which is in
so dreamlike a state of repose that it is
impossible to bring the movement to
any conclusion except that of a dramatic
interruption. . . . The whole point of this slow
movement is that it cannot end.
The dancelike finale, a so-called sonata-rondo
because it incorporates elements of both forms,
closes the Concerto with infectious merriment.
The contrast afforded by the episodes includes
the unusual combination of bassoon and solo
violin taking turns playing a minor-key folklike
melody. We also find luscious little arching
phrases—each time with the second higher than
the first—which change colors between major
and minor. Beethoven provided a space for a
cadenza in all three movements, though he did
not write out any himself. Those most frequently
played are by Ferdinand David, Joseph Joachim,
and Fritz Kreisler.
An interesting historical footnote is that
Beethoven arranged the Violin Concerto for
piano and orchestra after much badgering by
Muzio Clementi, and for this version he did
write out all the cadenzas. The cadenza for the
first movement is particularly striking in that it
is written for piano with “timpani obbligati,” a
novelty without precedent, but which is surely an
outgrowth of the importance of the timpani at
the opening of the Concerto.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for flute, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns,
2 trumpets, timpani, and strings

SELECTIONS FROM ROMEO AND JULIET,
SUITES NOS. 1 AND 2, OP. 64A AND B
Sergei Prokofiev
Born in Sontsovka, Ekaterinoslav district, Ukraine,
April 23, 1891; died in Moscow, March 5, 1953

Prokofiev had already achieved considerable
success in Paris as a ballet composer, but it took
some time after strengthening ties to his native
Russia in 1932 and making Moscow his primary
residence in 1936 for him to have a ballet
produced there. The composer, quite matterof-factly and without complaint, recounted
the severe trials and tribulations that beset
Romeo and Juliet in his autobiography, from its

inception in 1934 for the Kirov Theater—which
backed out—to the Bol’shoy Theater rejecting it
in 1935 as too difficult, and the Leningrad Ballet
School breaking their contract to perform the
work in 1937. At last the Brno Opera (in former
Czechoslovakia) agreed to stage Romeo and Juliet,
and the premiere took place there in December
1939. The Kirov did perform the ballet in 1940
and the Bol’shoy mounted a new production
in 1946 that became widely known in the West
owing to their 1956 tour. Numerous other
productions followed, and Romeo and Juliet finally
took its place among the great full-length ballets.
The composer also reported the fuss over his
and his choreographers’ attempts to give Romeo
and Juliet a happy ending—purely practical
because, as he said, “living people can dance,
the dying cannot.” He marveled that whereas
the idea of a happy ending “was received quite
calmly in London, our own Shakespeare scholars
proved more papal than the pope and rushed to
the defense of Shakespeare.” He was eventually
convinced to write a tragic ending when someone
suggested to him that the music he had already
written “does not express any real joy at the
end.” Wrote Prokofiev, “That was quite true. After
several conferences with the choreographers,
it was found that the tragic ending could be
expressed in the dance and in due time the
music for that ending was written.”
Prokofiev went on to describe his first two
orchestral suites from the ballet, each consisting
of seven parts: “They do not follow each other
consecutively; both suites develop parallel to
each other. Some numbers were taken directly
from the ballet without alteration, others were
compiled from diverse other material. These two
suites do not cover the entire music and I shall
perhaps be able to make a third [which he did in
1941]. . . . The suites were performed before the
ballet was produced.”
The premiere of the First Suite took place in
Moscow on November 24, 1936, conducted by
N. S. Golovanov; Prokofiev himself conducted
the U.S. premiere with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra on January 21, 1937. The Second Suite
followed soon on its heels, first performed in
Leningrad on April 15, 1937, with numerous other
performances ensuing in Paris, Prague, London,
and Boston, where the composer himself led the
U.S. premiere on March 25, 1938. Thus the music
had already gained an enthusiastic audience
before the full ballet had its first performance
in Brno that December. Concert performances
typically include selections from the first
two suites ordered to suit different tastes
and circumstances.

This evening’s selections begin with the
Montagues and Capulets (Suite 2, no. 1)—a
composite movement drawn from the slow
introduction from Act I in which the Duke forbids
further fights between the two families, the
ballroom scene (Act I, Scene 2) in which the
heavy-footed “Dance of the [Capulet] Knights”
theme dominates (arpeggiated ascents and
descents in heavy dotted rhythms), and a
contrasting middle section in which Juliet is
represented by solo flute. The Young Girl
Juliet, from Act I, Scene 2, reflects Juliet’s
kaleidoscopic thoughts on her impending
marriage and on the ball that evening—
nervous excitement, elegance, innocence, and
introspection surface in rapid succession.
Masks depicts the stealthy arrival of the masked
Romeo, Mercutio, and Benvolio at the “enemy”
ball in Act II. Romeo and Juliet is made up of
the Balcony Scene and Love Dance, both from
the end of Act I. Juliet, alone at first, dreams
of Romeo; his appearance is marked by a
passionate cello and English horn theme. In stark
contrast, the Death of Tybalt (Suite 1, no. 7)
draws on music from the end of Act II, including
the duel between Tybalt and Mercutio with the
fatal wounding of Mercutio, Romeo and Tybalt’s
duel, Tybalt’s death, and the lead-in to Tybalt’s
funeral procession.
With the Tableau we glance backward to Act I,
Scene 1—The Street Wakens—which depicts a
busy but still peaceful Verona street before a
quarrel breaks out between the warring families.
This evening’s selections conclude with Romeo at
the Tomb of Juliet, taken from the final scene of
the ballet, which depicts Juliet’s funeral procession
coming into view, Romeo’s arrival, and his anguish
on finding her “dead,” though at this point she
has only taken a death-simulating potion.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn,
2 clarinets, bass clarinet, tenor saxophone, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, cornet, 3 trombones,
tuba, timpani, snare drum, cymbals, bass drum,
glockenspiel, triangle, tambourine, xylophone, harp,
piano doubling celesta, and strings
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Guest Artists
Sandy Cameron,
violin
Declared “brilliant” by the
Washington Post, violinist
Sandy Cameron is one of
the most strikingly unique
artists of her generation.
Since her debut at the age
of twelve in Eindhoven,
The Netherlands, Ms. Cameron has performed
extensively as a soloist and recitalist throughout
North America, Europe, and Asia. At the age of
fifteen she was a featured guest at the famed
White Nights Festival in St. Petersburg, at the
Salzburg Festival, and at the Verbier Festival
in Switzerland. Since then she has appeared
in venues such as Avery Fisher Hall at Lincoln
Center in New York, the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C., Royal Albert Hall in London,
and the Adelaide Festival of Arts in Australia
and has made other solo appearances with
orchestras such as the Kirov Orchestra, Seattle
Symphony, San Diego Symphony, Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic, Tokyo Philharmonic, and the
National Symphony Orchestra.
From 2011 to 2013 Ms. Cameron performed in
Cirque du Soleil’s Los Angeles–based show, Iris.
She is a featured soloist in the Emmy award–
winning production Danny Elfman’s Music from the
Films of Tim Burton concerts, The Nightmare Before
Christmas Live at the Hollywood Bowl, and The Little
Mermaid Live at the Hollywood Bowl. She has been
touring with jazz trumpeter and composer Chris
Botti, performing jazz standards and classical
repertoire. She has also performed as a soloist in
Tan Dun’s Martial Arts Trilogy and most recently
gave the world premiere of Austin Wintory’s
Assassin Dances, which features music from his
score for the video game Assassin’s Creed Syndicate.
A graduate of Harvard University (2009) and the
New England Conservatory (2010), Ms. Cameron
has earned numerous awards and honors,
including the title of Presidential Scholar.
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A firm believer in giving back to the community,
she created her own Music Benefit Fund in
2004 to provide funding for musical education
and activity in the schools and community
of Poolesville, Maryland. She continues to
participate in various charity events.
Sandy Cameron plays an outstanding violin crafted
by Pietro Guarneri of Venice, c. 1735. The instrument
is on extended loan to her through the generous
efforts of the Stradivari Society of Chicago.

James Haffner,
stage director
Stage director James
Haffner is a professor of
opera at the University of
the Pacific Conservatory of
Music. A graduate of the
University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of
Music, he holds a Master of Fine Arts degree in
directing and an Artist’s Diploma in opera stage
directing. Mr. Haffner is also a certified teacher
of the Michael Chekhov acting technique and
is an associate teacher with the Great Lakes
Michael Chekhov Consortium. His article “Musical
Synthesis of the Michael Chekhov Technique” was
recently published in the International Association
of Theatre Critics journal, Critical Stages.
Mr. Haffner’s production of Rossini’s La
Cenerentola took first place in the 2001 National
Opera Association Production Competition and
was a finalist both at the regional and national
levels in the Kennedy Center/American College
Theatre Festival. That production furthermore
holds the distinction of being the first to be
invited to perform in the KC-ACTF national
festival. More recently his 2013 production of
Nicolai’s The Merry Wives of Windsor was selected
as a first-place winner in the National Opera
Association competition.
Mr. Haffner has worked with both the Bay View
and Bear Valley Music Festivals and is a member of
the Lincoln Center Directors’ Lab-West. He is also a
Fulbright Scholar and has been an active participant
with the University Studies Abroad Consortium.

You know that noise
your heart makes
when you work out?
I T ’S

CALLED APPLAUSE .

Think of each beat as your heart’s way of cheering you on for staying physically active.
Want a standing ovation? Try keeping your diet low in cholesterol
and saturated fat too. For more ways to lower your risk of heart
attack and stroke, visit www.americanheart.org or call 1-800-AHA-USA1.
This space provided as a public service. © 1999, American Heart Association
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Saturday | March 23, 2019 | 6 pm
WARREN ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

Peter Jaffe, conductor
Frank Wiens, piano
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis

SCHUMANN

Piano Concerto in A minor, op. 54

(1872–1958)

(1810–1856)		
		
		

Allegro affettuoso
Intermezzo: Andante grazioso—
Allegro vivace

Frank Wiens, piano

INTERMISSION
MOZART

Symphony No. 41 in C major, K. 551, “Jupiter”

(1756–1791)		
		
		
		

Sostenuto assai—Allegro ma non troppo
Scherzo: Allegro vivace
Adagio espressivo
Allegro molto vivace

Concert sponsors: Cheryl and Douglas Hunt | Stephen and Leslie Sherman |
Dan and Lynne Terry
Guest artist sponsors: Judith and Patrick Hobin

Concert venue sponsor: San Joaquin Delta College
Print media sponsor: The Record/San Joaquin Media Group
Guest artist accommodations provided by Hal and Debbie Lurtsema
Piano tuning by Marty Weiner
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Program Notes
FANTASIA ON A THEME
BY THOMAS TALLIS
Ralph Vaughan Williams

Born in Down Ampney, Gloucestershire, October 12, 1872;
died in London, August 26, 1958
Painfully aware that England’s musical reputation
had suffered greatly since the death of Purcell in
1595, Vaughan Williams and his contemporaries
sought to reestablish a national voice by turning
to music of former periods of glory. One way
in which he became exposed to vast amounts
of old music was by sifting through folk song
and church collections for the creation of a
new edition of the English Hymnal. The daunting
job detracted from work on his own original
compositions but served him well in the end.
“I wondered then if I was wasting my time.
But I know now that two years of close
association with some of the best (as well as
some of the worst) tunes in the world was a
better musical education than any amount of
sonatas and fugues.”
The Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis came
about as a direct result of that task. Vaughan
Williams had found nine melodies by Tallis in
the 1597 English Psalter, the third of which—a
melody in the Phrygian mode—inspired his first
great orchestral work. Vaughan Williams clearly
saw something in the melody that had little to do
with its original text: “Why fumeth in sight: the
Gentiles spite, In fury raging stout?” His Fantasia
exudes peace and serenity—perhaps poignancy,
but hardly any “raging.”
He completed the work in June 1910 and
conducted the London Symphony in its first
performance at the Three Choirs Festival on
September 6 in Gloucester Cathedral. The
Fantasia caused a sensation, bringing him
national, then international recognition. One of
the contributing factors to its great initial success
was Vaughan Williams’s foreknowledge of the
acoustics of the cathedral. He had in mind not
only the resonance of the large space, but also
the style of Renaissance church music consisting
of spatially separated choirs. The Fantasia is
scored for two main groups—a small string

ensemble and a full string orchestra, from which
a solo string quartet is extracted, sometimes
forming a third group.
The piece begins with a magical narrowing wedge
of chords, from which the Tallis tune enters in
fragments before coming together in the cellos,
violas, and second violins. A second version
of the melody, now with violins, leads to an
interlude in which the two “choirs” are treated
responsorially. Members of the solo quartet,
led off by the viola, launch a more active central
section, playing variants of the Tallis theme. The
music builds to an impassioned climax, following
which the two choirs answer one another with
extreme dynamic shifts and striking harmonic
contrasts. The piece subsides with fragments of
the Tallis melody, ending with its last sweet chord
fading away to silence.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for strings

PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR, OP. 54
Robert Schumann
Born in Zwickau, Saxony, June 8, 1810;
died in Endenich, near Bonn, July 29, 1856

Schumann’s Piano Concerto began its existence
in 1841 as a one-movement Phantasie for piano
and orchestra in A minor. The composer’s
wife Clara, one of the most important piano
virtuosos of the nineteenth century, tried it
out at a private rehearsal with orchestra at the
Leipzig Gewandhaus just two weeks before their
first child was born. Satisfied with the piece,
Schumann tried to get it published, but firms
were just not interested in a one-movement piece
for piano and orchestra. Schumann understood
that it would be marketable only if he expanded
it into a concerto and so in 1845 he added two
movements: an Intermezzo and a Finale.
Clara gave the first performance of the
completed Concerto from the manuscript,
with her husband conducting, in Dresden
on December 4, 1845. She played it again in
Leipzig on January 1, 1846, with Mendelssohn
conducting, and soon thereafter in Prague and
Vienna. The highly successful Concerto was soon
adopted by other great pianists and became one
of Schumann’s most frequently performed works
even during his lifetime.
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It would be impossible to determine just by
hearing the Piano Concerto that the second and
third movements were composed four years after
the first. Schumann not only tied the movements
together stylistically, but also carefully unified
them with motivic references. Following the
example of Beethoven’s last two piano concertos,
Schumann introduces the soloist directly: the
Allegro affettuoso begins with a brilliant cascade
of chords by the soloist before the oboe enters
with the pensive main theme. In both the second
and third movements fragmentary links to this
theme can be detected.
The first movement loosely adheres to traditional
sonata form, but Schumann chose not to include
the opening tutti (full ensemble) exposition of a
Classic concerto, in keeping with the somewhat
reduced role of the orchestra throughout the
Concerto. The middle section presents the main
theme in the remote key of A-flat major, in a
fantasia style befitting the movement’s origins.
This lyrical episode is broken off by a turbulent
developmental section based on the opening
piano cascade, followed by a grand version of the
principal theme. The recapitulation, approached
by the slowing and quieting of the musical
forces, closely follows the plan of the exposition.
Schumann wrote out the elaborate solo cadenza,
taking care to keep it thematically consistent
with the whole. The orchestra rejoins to close the
movement with a fast coda.
The relaxed Intermezzo provides a lovely contrast
to the grandeur of the first movement. The piano
and strings engage in a dialogue soon joined by
the winds; a wonderful highlight later appears in
the form of a tender solo for the cellos. Hints of
the first movement occur near the end, leading
without pause to the last movement.
The joyous main theme of the glorious finale,
announced by the piano in A major, is motivically
related to the main theme of the first movement
but is livelier in character. The second subject
contains the infamous but delightful syncopated
rhythm that continues to disarm performers.
An observer at one of Mendelssohn and
Clara Schumann’s rehearsals for the Leipzig
performance declared that “the passage in the
finale with the puzzling rhythms did not go at
all!” Schumann develops the themes in the finale
elaborately and brilliantly. A long coda propels
this irresistibly optimistic movement to
its conclusion.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
2 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, and strings
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SYMPHONY NO. 41 IN C MAJOR,
K. 551, “JUPITER”
Wolfgang Amadè Mozart
Born in Salzburg, January 27, 1756;
died in Vienna, December 5, 1791

Incredible as it seems, Mozart composed his last
three consummate symphonies within a threemonth period in the summer of 1788: the E-flat
major Symphony was completed on June 26,
just four days after he had completed the
Piano Trio, K. 542; the G minor Symphony on
July 25, just eleven days after the Piano Trio,
K. 548; and the Jupiter Symphony in C major on
August 10. The myth that these symphonies were
not composed for any specific occasion—but
rather “for art’s sake”—arose out of the lack of
documentation from the composer’s own pen
or from corroborating concert announcements
or reviews. Mozart’s chief correspondent, his
father Leopold, had died the previous year, so
the flow of informative letters stopped. Nor was
he on the best of terms with his sister, another
potential source of information. Furthermore,
symphonies were typically advertised without
specific identification—“A symphony by Mozart”
usually sufficed. And, many of the concerts
Mozart arranged were private, and consequently
rarely reported.
Having painstakingly sifted the evidence,
Neal Zaslaw and other Mozart scholars have
argued conclusively that it would have gone
utterly against Mozart’s nature and practice
to compose anything without a commission,
planned performance, or financially productive
publication in mind. They have also documented
that occasions for performance of these
symphonies did exist, that they were indeed
performed, and that Mozart must have heard
some if not all three. One “occasion” was a series
of 1788 concerts that H. C. Robbins Landon has
convincingly shown to have taken place, contrary
to most commentaries. Other occasions for
which they might have been written include an
aborted visit to London in 1789, a later tour of
Germany that probably included performances
of some if not all three symphonies under
Mozart’s guidance, and concerts he gave in
Frankfurt and Mainz in 1790. Several sets of
manuscript orchestral parts still exist in various
European libraries, providing further evidence of
performances in Mozart’s lifetime, which he may
or may not have heard.

Mozart’s financial hardship during this time is
apparent in his heartbreaking pleas to Michael
Puchberg for loans and his dismal financial
returns from concerts, tours, publishers, and
visits to royalty. Though distressed on this
front and annoyed at his lack of recognition
in Vienna, Mozart was not contemplating his
own mortality—he was looking for the next
opportunity just around the bend. Expecting to
live into the nineteenth century, he had no idea
the C major Symphony would be his last, but he
could hardly have left a more summarizing and at
the same time forward-thinking work to conclude
his symphonic career. According to Mozart’s
son, as recorded in the travel diaries of London
publisher Vincent Novello and his wife Mary, the
C major Symphony was nicknamed Jupiter by
London concert manager Johann Peter Salomon,
whose motivation remains unknown.
The opening theme of the first movement follows
one of Mozart’s favorite patterns, one he had
picked up from Johann Christian Bach and had
begun using as early as his First Symphony: an
energetic gesture, followed by a soft, almost
pleading phrase. Also of note toward the close
of the movement is Mozart’s self-quotation
from an arietta he had written a year earlier,
“Un bacio di mano,” K. 541, to be inserted in
Pasquale Anfossi’s opera Le gelosie fortunate. By
its inclusion in the Symphony, the music to the
words “You are a little dense, my dear Pompeo;
go and study the way of the world,” has been
raised to a lofty level.
The other-worldliness of the slow movement is
brought about partly by the use throughout of
muted strings and the absence of trumpets and
timpani. Mendelssohn was delighted when he
discovered that the masterstroke of the main
theme reappearing just before the final cadential
section was an afterthought—Mozart had added
an extra leaf in the autograph score at that point
just to include it.
Mozart’s graceful minuet is almost completely
derived from its opening theme, remarkable for
its little chromatic descent, which later becomes
so contrapuntally entwined that the world of the
dance is left far behind. Mozart bases the little
melodic figure in the more lightly textured trio on
the same descent, now slightly embellished. The
loud outburst in the trio’s second half seems to
preview the main motive of the finale.

The Great Name Change
Mozart was baptized Joannes Chrisost[omus] Wolfgangus
Theophilus Mozart on January 28, 1756, yet already
in February his father was circulating his name as
Joannes Chrisostomos, Wolfgang, Gottlieb, substituting
the German form Gottlieb for the Greek Theophilus.
Thus began a series of variants of which Wolfgang
himself became the greatest instigator. Well known for
his love of word play, he delighted in signing his name
in different languages and in anagrams. Beginning
in 1770 he became somewhat attached to Wolfgango
Amadeo Mozart, but from 1777 onward he almost
invariably signed his name Wolfgang Amadè
(or Amadé) Mozart.
Though it is unclear why he adopted Amadè, which
retains the meaning of the Greek Theophilus, it is quite
clear that he rarely used the Latin form Amadeus.
When he did so, as in a 1774 letter to his sister, it was
in jest. Mozart biographer Maynard Solomon believes
that the world adopted Amadeus following Breitkopf
& Härtel’s widely circulated 1798–1806 edition of
Mozart’s works, Oeuvres complètes de Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart. Given nineteenth-century academia’s
penchant for things Latin, it is not surprising that
Amadeus stuck. (For more on Mozart’s name, including
where and why Mozart used the little-known
variant Adam, see Chapter 18 of Solomon’s 1995
Mozart biography.)
It may take time for some to get used to, but in 2001
we at the Stockton Symphony, along with many arts
organizations at home and abroad, adopted the form
Mozart most favored, Wolfgang Amadè Mozart.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe

This opening four-note motive (C–D–F–E),
having originated in Gregorian chant, was well
known in Mozart’s day as the start of the hymn
Lucis creator. Mozart employed it in several
earlier vocal and instrumental compositions,
as did numerous other composers who
found it extremely useful for combining and
developing. Mozart takes this motive along with
a wealth of other ideas and combines them in a
contrapuntal tour de force that concludes with
a magnificent fugal coda. Little wonder that the
Symphony achieved celebrity across Europe as
“the symphony with the fugue.” This crowning
movement firmly establishes the trend away
from conventional “tossed off” symphony closings
and points to the symphony of the future in
which the finale could be as forceful as the
traditionally weighty first movement.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for flute, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 horns,
2 trumpets, timpani, and strings
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Guest Artist
Frank Wiens,
piano
Critical acclaim has greeted
the performances of Frank
Wiens from his extensive
concertizing throughout the
United States and abroad,
including highly praised
recitals in New York and
London. He has twice toured South Korea and
gave his recital debut on the European continent
in Vienna in 1987. He was invited to tour the
Soviet Union in 1991 as a featured soloist in
concerts celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the birth of Serge Prokofiev. In 2006 Mr. Wiens
appeared as soloist with the Orchestra Dinu
Lipatti in Romania and gave recitals devoted to
the music of Chopin at the Chopin Academy and
at the Lazienki Palace on Water in Warsaw, Poland.
With an extensive concerto repertoire of thirtyfive works, Mr. Wiens has been a soloist with
such orchestras as the Atlanta, Denver and
Detroit Symphonies. A winner of major awards
in prestigious competitions—North American
Young Artists Competition, Southwest Pianists
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Foundation Competition, Three Rivers Piano
Competition—he has given annual concert tours
across the U.S. since 1974.
Mr. Wiens’s performances have been broadcast
on National Public Radio and Public Television,
and he has been a touring artist with the Iowa
Arts Council and the California Arts Council.
His compact disc Rachmaninov, which includes
that composer’s Third Piano Concerto with the
Slovakia National Orchestra, has been described
by one reviewer as “dazzling, yet rich in solid
detail… brilliant clarity and absolute conviction…
truly suave and elegant playing.” A native of
New Haven, Connecticut, Frank Wiens studied at
the University of Michigan School of Music, where
he was the recipient of the Stanley Medal, that
school’s highest honor for musical excellence. He
has been a student of Benning Dexter, György
Sándor, Harald Logan, and John Perry and a
participant in master classes with Lili Kraus
and Leon Fleisher.
Mr. Wiens served on the piano faculty at Drake
University and, since 1976, has held the position
of Professor of Piano at the University of the
Pacific. In 1997 he was honored with Pacific’s
Distinguished Faculty Award and in 2000 with its
Faculty Research-Lecturer Award.
In addition to maintaining an active concert
schedule, Frank Wiens has gained renown for his
master classes and lectures. He has adjudicated
numerous piano competitions and has served as a
member of the international jury of the prestigious
Gina Bachauer International Piano Competition.
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WARREN ATHERTON AUDITORIUM

CELEBRATING STOCKTON’S
SISTER CITIES
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Peter Jaffe, conductor
Stockton Chorale,
Bruce Southard, director
Delta College Concert Choir,
Bruce Southard, director
University of the Pacific Choirs,
Yejee Choi, director

MAX SIMONČIČ

Fanfare for a Grand Occasion

NORODOM

Cambodian Suite

TAKEMITSU

from Three Film Scores

TRADITIONAL/GREEN

Overture on Philippine Folk Songs
(Medley of Filipino Folk Songs)

(b. 1945)

(1922–2012)		Berceuse
arr. Kostelanetz		 Nostalgia
		Chérie

(1930–1996)		
		

(1908–1975)
		
		
		

Music of Training and Rest from Jose Torres
Waltz from Face of Another

Pamulinawen—Dahil sa iyo—Chichiritsit—
Lawiswis kawayan—Sampaguita—Condansoy—
Dandansoy—Ti ayat maysa nga ubing

ALLIN

The Port Stockton March

ARTURO MÁRQUEZ

Conga del fuego nuevo

(1886–1960)
arr. Peter Jaffe

(b. 1950)

INTERMISSION
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CHRIS BRUBECK

Fanfare for a Remarkable Friend

SOWANDE

Lullaby from African Suite

CHEN YI

KC Capriccio

VERDI

Triumphal Scene from Act II of Aida

(b. 1952)

(1905–1987)

(b. 1953)

(1813–1901)

Concert sponsor: C.A. Webster Foundation | Port of Stockton

Guest artist sponsors: Stockton Symphony Board of Directors | Jim Fenelon
Concert venue sponsor: San Joaquin Delta College
Print media sponsor: The Record/San Joaquin Media Group
Piano tuning by Marty Weiner

Program Notes
For more extensive notes, please visit
www.stocktonsymphony.org.

CELEBRATING OUR SISTER CITIES
AND THE CITY OF STOCKTON
At a Stockton Symphony Board meeting in 2017,
longtime member Benjamin Reddish, Jr.
wondered if it might be possible to forge a
connection with Stockton’s sister cities. His
wife Janie—a respected former principal
at several Stockton schools and an avid
Symphony supporter—just happens to be the
board president of the Stockton Sister Cities
Association. Maestro Peter Jaffe immediately
saw the potential for a great community-building
musical event and dreamed up an entire seasonculminating concert that features music from the
regions of each of the seven cities—interspersing
these selections with pieces specifically
celebrating Stockton and its great Symphony. To
make an even grander occasion, Jaffe enlisted the
help of the Stockton Chorale and Delta College

Concert Choir, both under the leadership of
Bruce Southard, and the choirs of the University
of the Pacific directed by Yejee Choi.
As reported by the Stockton Sister Cities
Association, one of the oldest in the U.S., having
been inaugurated in 1959: “A sister city, county,
or state relationship is a broad-based, longterm partnership between two communities
in two countries. A sister city, county, or state
relationship is officially recognized after the
highest elected or appointed official from
both communities sign off on an agreement.
A city may have any number of sister cities,
with community involvement ranging from a
half dozen to hundreds of volunteers, which
may include representatives from nonprofits,
municipal governments, the private sector, and
other civic organizations.” Their description of the
seven sister cities follows:

SHIMIZU, JAPAN

Shimizu is located on the coast of Suruga Bay on
the Pacific Ocean and covers a wide area from
a coastal plain to the hills. With a population
of 32,205 (2009), it is one of three wards of the
city of Shizuoka. The main economic drivers are
agriculture, heavy industry, and commerce. The
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primary agricultural crops are mandarin oranges,
green tea, commercial fishing, and roses. Shimizu
was adopted as a Sister City by City Council
Resolution on March 9, 1959.

THE MUSIC

IIOILO CITY, PHILIPPINES

Born in Postonja, Slovenia, February 2, 1945

Iloilo City is a port city located on the southern
shores of Panay Island on the Panay Gulf. This
highly urbanized city has a population of 418,710
and is the capital city of Iloilo province. The local
economy is supported by trade, commerce, and
industry. Iloilo was adopted as a Sister City by
City Council Resolution on August 2, 1965.

EMPALME, MEXICO

Empalme is located on the south-central coast
of the Mexican state of Sonora. The economy is
based on agriculture, cattle raising, fishing, and
small industries. The population of the city is
40,630 (2005). Empalme was adopted as a
Sister City by City Council Resolution on
September 4, 1973.

FOSHAN, CHINA

Foshan is a city in central Guangdong province in
southern China. Agriculture, manufacturing, and
hi-tech industry support the economy for this city
of 5.4 million. Foshan was adopted as a Sister
City by City Council Resolution on April 11, 1988.

PARMA, ITALY

Parma is in the Italian region of Emilia-Romagna.
This region is famous for its ham, cheese,
architecture, and countryside. This city of 177,069
(2007) people is the home of the University
of Parma, one of the oldest universities in the
world. Parma was adopted as a Sister City by City
Council Resolution on January 13, 1998.

BATTAMBANG, CAMBODIA

Battambang is the capital city of Battambang
province in northwestern Cambodia, located on
the Sangker River. Battambang is the secondlargest city in Cambodia with a population of
over 250,000. It is well known for being the
leading rice-producing province of the country.
Battambang was adopted as a Sister City by City
Council Resolution on October 19, 2004.

ASABA, NIGERIA

Asaba is the Delta State Capital of Nigeria with a
population of 500,000. It is located on a hill at the
western edge of the majestic River Niger. Asaba
forms a connector between western, eastern, and
northern Nigeria through the River Niger. Asaba is
the major agriculture community in the oil-rich delta
state of Nigeria. Asaba was adopted as a Sister
City by City Council Resolution on June 6, 2006.
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FANFARE FOR A GRAND OCCASION
Max Simončič
Composer of international repute and devoted
pedagogue, Max Simončič has received
commissions from the Stockton Symphony and
many other organizations across the U.S. In
2005 he won ERM Media’s national competition,
Masterworks of the New Era, for his orchestral
composition Petit cirque, a shorter, reworked
version of Cirque de symphonia, which the
Stockton Symphony premiered in 2002. More
recently Peter Soave performed Simončič’s
Accordion Concerto to great acclaim for the
Stockton Symphony’s 85th anniversary in the
2011–12 season. In 2006 Simončič retired from
decades of teaching music to tens of thousands
of students at San Joaquin Delta College. He
has also taught theory and composition at
the University of the Pacific and is active as an
adjunct professor for the Stockton branch of
San Diego–based National University.
The “grand occasion” for Simončič’s Fanfare was
the 90th anniversary of the Stockton Symphony.
He wrote: “The opportunity to honor our great
musical pillar of Stockton was a gift. . . . The
Symphony has played a huge part in my life since
I arrived in Stockton in the late 1950s. Exploring
my connection with the Symphony’s long history
sparked many musical ideas. Fanfare for a Grand
Occasion conveys the spirit of the Symphony
and its ability to inspire many generations in the
concert hall and throughout our community. Let
the legacy continue.”
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn,
2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, timpani, snare drum, bass drum,
cymbals, suspended cymbal, xylophone, and strings

CAMBODIAN SUITE
Norodom Sihanouk

Born in Phnom Penh, Cambodia
(our sister city, Battambang, was under his
governance), October 31, 1922;
died in Beijing, China, October 15, 2012
Arr. Kostelanetz
Known as “King Father” in Cambodia, Norodom
Sihanouk (surname first, given name last) served
variously as prince, king, prime minister, and head
of state through more than a half century of political
turmoil. He was often criticized for his shifting
alliances, but supporters maintain that he had to be
a mercurial leader as a survival tactic. Norodom
also found time to compose—mainly songs—and
to perform in jazz bands, make films, and paint.
Pops conductor Andre Kostelanetz made an
orchestral arrangement of Norodom’s Cambodian
Suite, which he performed with the Toronto
Symphony Orchestra and the New York
Philharmonic. He eventually changed the title of
the third movement to “Dance” instead of the
original “Chérie,” which we have reinstated. Below
are excerpts from one of his program notes with
interjections from another.
“The ‘Cambodian Suite’ was first brought to this
country by Donald R. Heath, former United States
Minister to the Indo-Chinese states of Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia. In Washington he turned
it over to the Air Force Symphony Orchestra,
and Colonel George S. Howard, the orchestra’s
conductor, premiered it at one of the orchestra’s
regular summer concerts. The Suite consists of
three parts, [Eastern] in their inspiration and
flavor but with harmonic overtones of the West.
“1. ‘Berceuse’ [an introduction and waltz] evokes
the atmosphere of the Far East through a wistful
melody that becomes haunting in its simplicity.
2. ‘Nostalgia’ [a languid tone sketch] depicts the
stillness of a mysterious [Eastern] night, with
trees and temples silhouetted against the starry
sky and the perfume of rare flowers filling the
air. 3. ‘Dance’ [‘Cherie’: a colorful rhapsodized
beguine], with its persistent rhythm, establishes a
mood of exotic festivity which gradually comes to
a brilliant climax.”
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn,
2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 4 horns,
3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, temple blocks,
drums with brushes, glockenspiel, antique cymbal,
large gong, “elephant bell” in E, and strings

MOVEMENTS I AND III FROM THREE
FILM SCORES
Tōru Takemitsu
Born in Tokyo (near our sister city, Shimizu),
October 8, 1930;
died there, February 20, 1996

Tōru Takemitsu once said that it was only
through his study of modern Western music
that he recognized his own Japanese traditions.
Rather than simply injecting Japanese traditions
into Western music, however, he strove to create
an individualized art that illuminates the human
condition. He composed more than thirty-five
works for orchestra, more than fifty pieces for a
variety of smaller instrumental combinations, and
some ninety(!) film scores.
In 1994 Takemitsu arranged excerpts from three
of his film scores into a three-movement work
for string orchestra. Three Film Scores was first
performed by the English Chamber Orchestra
in 1995 at the CineMusic Festival, Gstaad. The
first movement, Music of Training and Rest, is
from the 1959 documentary Jose Torres about
the legendary Puerto Rican boxer. Takemitsu
purposely adopted a “Latin” style for the film
score and marked the present movement
“Jazzy, blues-like.” Waltz comes from Face of
Another, a 1966 film about the scarred victim of
a factory fire, whose personality changes when a
psychotherapist gives him a lifelike mask. Written
for a scene in a beer hall, Takemitsu’s Waltz bows
to Austro-German tradition with its afterbeat
accompaniment and form—waltz-trio-waltz—
even evoking nineteenth-century harmonies.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for strings

OVERTURE ON PHILIPPINE FOLK SONGS
(MEDLEY OF FILIPINO FOLK SONGS)
Traditional/Bernard Green
Born New York, September 14, 1908;
died Westport, Connecticut, August 8, 1975
Folk songs from the Visayas region represent our
sister city, Iloilo.

Bernard “Bernie” Green won widespread
recognition in the 1940s as a composer, arranger,
and conductor for radio and in the 1950s and
’60s for television. He dated the score of his
Overture on Philippine Folk Songs (also referred
to as Medley on Filipino Folksongs) “May 4, 1974,”
but the occasion that prompted the composition
remains elusive. Robert Shroder, conductor
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of the Filipino American Symphony Orchestra,
suspects that it was written for Imelda Marcos,
first lady of the Philippines from 1965 to 1986.
We are deeply indebted to Maestro Shroder
for his help in providing the score and parts
for this performance.
The eight famous Filipino songs in the Overture
begin with the stirring “Pamulinawen,” an
Ilocano courting song—lyrics by Isidro Castro,
music by Julian Dacuycuy Sales—in which a lover
asks his “pamulinawen” (hardhearted one) for
forgiveness. The music slows and softens for
the beloved love song “Dahil sa iyo” (Because
of you, 1938), music by Mike Velarde, lyrics by
Dominador Santiago. The comical “Chichiritsit”
(one of many spellings) provides contrast with its
catchy phrases portraying a flirtatious woman.
Green presents a wistful version of “Lawiswis
kawayan” (Swishing bamboo), a Waray folk song
(Visayas region, where our sister city Iloilo is),
popular as both a song and dance throughout
the Philippines. One of the best-known versions
is about a man who asks a woman to go with him
to the bamboo grove.
The romantic classic “Sampaguita” (a type
of jasmine, national flower of the Philippines)
compares a beloved maiden to the beautiful
flower. Composed by Dolores Paterno (1854–
1881) as “La flor de Manila” with Spanish
words, the song was translated into Tagalog by
Levi Celerio. The folk songs “Condansoy” (or
“Kondansoy”) and “Dandansoy” (each titled for
the person being addressed in the song) come
from the Visayas region, again representing our
sister city Iloilo. In the lighthearted “Condansoy,”
here a kind of circus-y waltz, a young boy is asked
to drink tuba, a coconut wine, which he refuses.
By contrast, “Dandansoy” is a poignant farewell
song. In the concluding Ilocano folk song,
“Ti ayat maysa nga ubing” (The love of a young
girl), the young singer contrasts the sweetness
of young love with the bitterness of an old man’s
love. Green’s setting concludes in a blaze of glory.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
4 horns, 3 trumpets, 4 trombones, tuba, timpani,
snare drum, triangle, xylophone, glockenspiel, cymbals,
tambourine, piano, and strings

THE PORT STOCKTON MARCH
Benjamin Casey Allin III

Born in Chicago, Illinois, November 14,1886;
died in Berkeley, California, January 10, 1960
Arr. Peter Jaffe
Hired in 1930 as engineering consultant for the
proposed Port of Stockton, Benjamin Casey Allin
III then served as director and chief engineer of
the port until 1942. He had previously redesigned
and directed the Port of Houston and later
consulted on the Port of Bhavnager, India, and
the Port of The Dalles, Oregon. In his spare time
Allin dabbled in writing music. He reminisced in
his autobiography about his Port Stockton March
characterizing it as “a musical romp” and noting
that it was “played on at least one occasion by
the Stockton Symphony to generous applause
and my own satisfaction.”
The piano score, unearthed by current Port
of Stockton Director Richard Ascheris, notes
that the piece was introduced under Manlio
Silva’s direction on December 7, 1936, and that
it is dedicated to the “the City and the Port of
Stockton.” Because the orchestral score and
parts couldn’t be found in time for the Stockton
Symphony’s revival of the work on January 27,
2018, Peter Jaffe arranged the march in the Sousa
style that Allin’s music suggests. Jaffe added
atmospheric touches—chimes suggesting ship
bells and chromatic runs evoking swirling winds
on the sea—and imaginatively varied the march’s
repeated sections.
On the eve of the performance, Tod Ruhstaller,
director of the Haggin Museum, read Lori
Gilbert’s article in the Stockton Record and
contacted Maestro Jaffe saying the museum had
the original orchestral score and a newspaper
account of the “lively and stirring” premiere. As
it turns out, the orchestration was not made by
Allin but by Hoyle Carpenter—in a different key
from the original and with unvaried repeats.
Jaffe’s arrangement went on as scheduled and
the reception was so enthusiastic that the
Port Stockton March was encored on the spot.
The present concert provides the perfect
occasion to honor the many requests to hear the
piece again.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba,
timpani, bass drum, cymbals, snare drum, glockenspiel,
chimes, and strings
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CONGA DEL FUEGO NUEVO
Arturo Márquez

Born in Álamos, Sonora-Mexico (near our sister city
Empalme, Sonora-Mexico), December 20, 1950
Arturo Márquez has become renowned
throughout the world for his lively Danzón No. 2,
which has become a secondary national anthem
in Mexico. The various pieces in his Danzón series
mix twentieth-century urban popular music and
classical elements with great success. Another of
Márquez’s highly successful fusions, the Conga
del fuego nuevo (Conga of new fire), like Danzón
No. 2, was popularized all over the world by
Gustavo Dudamel touring with the Orquesta
Sinfónica Simón Bolívar, the flagship orchestra of
Venezuela’s remarkable El Sistema project.
The Conga del fuego nuevo draws its inspiration
from the dance of Afro-Cuban origin, which
began as a street dance performed by comparsas
or masqueraders during Carnival (the period
before Lent) in Latin American countries. The
conga made its way into Havana salons in the
early twentieth century and by the 1930s became
all the rage as a ballroom dance in North America
and Europe.
With its characteristic catchy rhythms and
colorful percussion section replete with congas,
Márquez’s rollicking Conga del fuego nuevo
embraces both the raucous carnival aspect of
the conga and the exuberance of the ballroom
dance. A lyrical trumpet melody soon emerges,
which forms the basis for the tranquil middle
section before the lively main theme heats up the
final section.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
E-flat clarinet, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, timpani, suspended cymbal,
congas, snare drum, quijada (donkey jaw), tambourine,
cymbals, bass drum, tubular bells, triangle, glockenspiel,
and strings

FANFARE FOR A REMARKABLE FRIEND
Chris Brubeck
Born in Los Angeles, March 19, 1952

For Chris Brubeck’s biographic information and
photo please see Classics 2, Guest Artists.
In 2015, to celebrate Peter Jaffe on his 20th
anniversary as music director and conductor of
the Stockton Symphony, the Board of Directors
commissioned Chris Brubeck to compose

a fanfare in his honor. Maestro Jaffe was
completely surprised, humbled, and honored,
and he added the piece to the program of the
closing concert of the season, at which it received
a standing ovation.
Chris Brubeck writes: “I initially met Maestro
Jaffe through my father, Dave Brubeck, who told
me that Peter was an extremely talented and
cheerful conductor whose company I would really
enjoy. As with many things, my father was right
in his assessment!” Brubeck used a technique
his father was fond of in his later years—looking
for the inherent rhythm in someone’s name
and using that as the “rhythmic cell” for the
piece. Thus, the Fanfare begins with “a series of
orchestral pyramid chords” proclaiming “Pe-ter
Jaf-fe, Pe-ter Jaf-fe.”
Throughout Brubeck introduces elements that he
knew would delight Jaffe—a Bach-like passage,
a stabbing “Petrushka chord” that was also a
favorite of Dave Brubeck, a fugal section based
on the rhythmic cell and launched by Chris
Brubeck’s own instrument (bass trombone),
a passage with the cell running simultaneously at
different speeds, a romantic theme as a “salute
to Peter’s lovely wife, Jane,” and a “blues shuffle/
boogie-woogie ostinato” on a variant of the cell.
A compressed recap of the introduction builds
in energy to conclude the piece—acknowledging
Jaffe’s energy as a conductor.
“This is my sincere musical tribute to a marvelous
musician, great friend, and innovative thinker
with a very big heart. I think the ideas expressed
in this piece beat the heck out of me giving a long
speech praising his many achievements. Bravo
Maestro Jaffe! May your days continue to be filled
with joyful music!”
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn,
2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon,
4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani,
glockenspiel, chimes, xylophone, vibraphone, marimba,
triangle, suspended and crash cymbals, bass drum,
drum set, snare drum, piano, harp, and strings

LULLABY FROM AFRICAN SUITE
Fela Sowande
Born in Oyo, Nigeria (a day’s drive from our
sister city Asaba, Nigeria), May 29, 1905;
died in Ravenna Ohio, March 13, 1987

Musically trained in Oyo and Lagos, followed by
further studies in London, Fela Sowande worked
as a jazz pianist, church organist, and teacher.
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His compositions and the lectures and films he
made for the BBC and the Nigerian Broadcast
Corporation show his deep interest in the
indigenous and popular music of Nigeria. He also
taught for extended periods in the U.S., where he
conducted several performances of his works—
notably his Folk Symphony and African Suite.
Sowande composed his African Suite, one of
his most famous works, in London in 1944 and
recorded it in 1953. (Its date is often listed as
1955, which was its date of publication.) He based
four of its five movements—including the third,
Lullaby—on African melodies that he combined
with European techniques.
Our featured movement, Lullaby, begins with
a solo violin playing the contemplative melody
from Southern Nigeria, soon joined by muted
strings creating a dreamlike atmosphere.
Passages in quickly oscillating parallel motion—
somewhat reminiscent of Debussy’s and Ravel’s
string textures—alternate with lyrical passages
that peak and subside until the movement comes
to a pause, a flutter, another pause, and an
ethereal reminiscence.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for strings

KC CAPRICCIO
Chen Yi

Born in Guangzhou, China (near our sister
city Foshan, China), April 4, 1953
Chinese-American composer Chen Yi writes bold,
sometimes pensive or humorous compositions
that seek to distill and combine the essence
of Chinese and Western traditional music. Her
works have been performed throughout Europe,
the United States, and China, and she serves as a
cultural ambassador of new music and education
exchange programs between East and West.
Chen Yi has served since 1998 as Lorena Searcy
Cravens/Millsap/Missouri Distinguished Professor
at the Conservatory of the University of MissouriKansas City (UMKC), which commissioned her
KC Capriccio for the celebration of Kansas City’s
150th Anniversary. The UMKC Wind Ensemble
and the Heritage Chorale led by Sarah McKoin
premiered the festive work at UMKC in 2000. The
China National Symphony and Choir gave the
Asian premiere the following year at the Beijing
Concert Hall. For that performance Chen Yi
expanded the wind ensemble instrumentation to
include a full symphony orchestra.
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According to the composer, KC Capriccio was
inspired by a folk tune played on a bagpipe
that she heard on the lawn outside of Kansas
City’s Nelson Art Gallery. She also drew on the
“wild singing sound” and spirit of the Asian folk
choral music tradition to accompany this tune.
An opening wedge of sound brings on the folksong motive in a fragmented version, which
solidifies with the choir’s joyful rendition on the
syllable “la” rather than with words. The other
main choral texture—a lively kind of rhythmic
chanting—also uses wordless syllables.
The orchestra’s bold interjections eventually
open out into a majestic fanfare before the choir
rejoins for the celebratory conclusion.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for SATB chorus, 2 flutes, 2nd doubling piccolo,
2 oboes, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 4 horns,
3 trumpets, 3 trombones, baritone, tuba, timpani,
snare drum, wood block, suspended cymbal, mark tree,
bass drum, wood block, and strings

TRIUMPHAL SCENE FROM
ACT II OF AIDA
Giuseppe Verdi

Born in Roncole, near Busseto (on the outskirts
of Parma, our sister city), October 9 or 10, 1813;
died in Milan, January 27, 1901
Verdi declined when the Khedive of Egypt asked
him to write an inaugural ode for the opening
of the Suez Canal in 1869, nor was he interested
in composing a new opera for the opening of
the Cairo opera house that year—Rigoletto was
performed instead. But eventually Verdi agreed
to compose an opera to be premiered there,
based on a scenario by Egyptologist Mariette Bey,
shaped by Camille du Locle, with a libretto by
Antonio Ghilanzoni. Aida was completed by the
January 1871 deadline, but the Franco-Prussian
War delayed the premiere until December 24, 1871.
By this time Verdi was a superstar and any opera
by him was virtually guaranteed success. Aida
predictably triumphed in Cairo, its reception
matched by Milan’s enthusiasm a month-anda-half later. Critics had some reservations
about Aida’s surprising mixture of modern
and traditional elements, but the opera has
maintained a triumphant career owing to its
beautiful writing for the voices and orchestra and
its opportunity for spectacle.
The plot centers on the classic conflict of love and
duty involving young Egyptian general Radames
and Aida, who is slave to the Egyptian king’s

daughter but also daughter of the enemy king of
Ethiopia. The love between Aida and Radames
ends in tragedy when he is condemned to be
buried alive and she slips into his tomb to die
with him. The opera is particularly celebrated
for the second act’s Grand Finale, or “Triumphal
Scene”—one of the great spectacles in all of
opera. Trumpet fanfares accompany Radames
and his victorious Egyptian army marching into
Thebes. The chorus “Gloria all’Egitto” bursts forth
like sudden sunlight from the Egyptian populace,

and the famous Triumphal March resounds as
the troops march past. The Ballabile (Ballet) is
then performed for the king, followed by a choral
reprise. The present excerpt ends with the full
forces majestically reaffirming their glory.
—©Jane Vial Jaffe
Scored for 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,
2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba,
timpani, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, and strings

Guest Artists
of experience working with choirs of all ages in
California, Kentucky, Montana, North Dakota,
and Minnesota.

Stockton Chorale
Founded by Arthur J. Holton in 1952, the Stockton
Chorale has been an integral part of the Central
Valley’s musical life for over sixty years. The
largest choral group between Sacramento and
Fresno, the Chorale performs regularly with
the Stockton Symphony and presents its own
subscription series featuring a wide range of
choral music styles. After Dr. Holton’s retirement,
the Chorale’s rich history of noteworthy
performances and overseas tours continued
under Mark Clark, Joe Miller, Edward Cetto, and
Magen Solomon. Dr. Bruce Southard was named
artistic director and conductor in 2015.
Recently celebrating its 65th anniversary with a
gala concert that included world premieres of
two newly commissioned works, the Chorale has
returned to Delta College as a zero-unit class with
no fee to participate. In doing so, the Chorale has
renewed its focus on high-quality music-making
and community involvement. Singers aged 9 to
90 of any experience level can find a home in one
of the organization’s adult or youth choruses.

Bruce Southard,
Stockton Chorale
Artistic Director
Dr. Bruce Southard is the
director of choral and vocal
activities at San Joaquin
Delta College. He has more
than thirty years

Teaching is Dr. Southard’s passion, and he was
named the Outstanding Teacher of the Year in
the College of Arts and Sciences at Dickinson
State University in 2013. As a conductor he has
appeared with his choirs at state and regional
conventions in the North Central region of the
United States. He has served as guest conductor
for several regional honor choirs in Montana and
North Dakota, in addition to his active adjudication
and clinic schedule. His applied voice students
have been recognized at the Metropolitan Opera
National Council Auditions district level and in
2012 one of his students was a national finalist in
the MTNA Young Artist Competition.
Dr. Southard studied conducting with William
Dehning, Kenneth Davis, Michael Weber and
JoAnn Miller. He has also worked directly with
Howard Swan, Eph Ehly, Bernard Rubenstein, and
Alfred Mann. He received his Bachelor of Music
degree from the University of the Pacific, his
Master of Music degree from Western Kentucky
University, and his Doctor of Musical Arts degree
in choral music from North Dakota State University.

Delta College Concert Choir
The San Joaquin Delta College Concert Choir,
whose membership reflects the diversity of
the San Joaquin Valley, has a long history and
tradition of excellence. The Concert Choir is open
to any student at Delta College regardless of major
and is the required ensemble for all students
studying applied voice. Other choral ensembles in
the Delta College Music Department include the
Delta Vocal Jazz Ensemble and Delta Singers. SJDC
is one of only a handful of California community
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colleges offering private voice study for students
pursuing the Associate of Arts degree in music. It
also offers a broad complement of music courses
designed to prepare students for successful
upper-division transfer.

Bruce Southard,
Delta College Concert Choir Director
(see previous page)

University of the Pacific Choirs
Choral music at University of the Pacific has a
long and distinguished tradition with the first a
cappella choir in the West established here in
1916. The Pacific Choral Ensembles are a rich and
vital component of Conservatory and University
life. They are a platform for the fundamentals
of ensemble collaboration, musicianship and
musicality, providing an opportunity to learn
a myriad of styles and genres while singing
together. Representative repertoire includes
Carissimi’s Baroque oratorio Jephte, Beethoven’s
Symphony No. 9 (performed with the University
Symphony Orchestra), Prokofiev’s Alexander
Nevsky (performed with the Stockton Symphony),
Dave Brubeck’s The Gates of Justice (performed
with the Dave Brubeck Quartet), and a variety
of classical, spiritual, gospel, jazz, and a cappella
repertoire from different cultures. Performance
venues include Faye Spanos Concert Hall,
the beautiful and intimate Morris Chapel, the
magnificent Cathedral of the Annunciation, and
the contemporary Atherton Auditorium on the
campus of San Joaquin Delta College (with the
Stockton Symphony).

Yejee Choi,
Director of the
University of the
Pacific Choirs
Dr. Yejee Choi is the director
of choral studies at the
Conservatory of Music at
University of the Pacific in
Stockton, where she directs the Pacific Singers
and University Chorus, as well as teaching choral
conducting. She completed her Doctor of Musical
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Arts degree in choral music at the University of
Southern California Thornton School of Music.
While at USC, she taught Choral Conducting I,
USC Oriana Women's Choir, and served as the
assistant conductor of USC Concert Choir. Her
Master of Music degree is from University of
Minnesota (UM)-Twin Cities, where she served
as co-director and assistant conductor of the
University Singers, UM Women's Chorus, and
UM Campus Singers. Ms. Choi received her
Bachelor of Music degree from the University of
Wisconsin–River Falls, where she studied voice,
piano, and organ. Prior to her music education in
the United States, Dr. Choi studied composition
at the Korea National University of Arts, one of
the most prestigious music conservatories in
Seoul, South Korea.
Dr. Choi has performed and conducted in various
venues in South Korea, Japan, China, New
Zealand, Australia, and across the United States.
She has participated in the master classes and
workshops led by Simon Halsey, Marin Alsop,
and David Hill, as well as enjoying opportunities
to perform under the baton of Helmuth Rilling,
James Conlon, and Grant Gershon. Her teachers
include J.W. Park, Kathy Saltzman Romey, Lillian
Tan, Jo-Michael Scheibe, Nick Strimple, Cristian
Grases, Tram Sparks, Morten Lauridsen, and
Adam Knight Gilbert.
Dr. Choi is the co-founder, assistant conductor,
and composer-in-residence of the J.W. Summer
Festival Chorale, a semi-professional choir in
Seoul, South Korea. A compassionate advocate of
community engagement through music, Dr. Choi
is also the founding board member of the “Music
Belongs to Everyone!” series, a youth outreach
program through choral music, affiliated with
J.W. Chorale, South Korea. Recently, she held
the similar position as the choral director of
Esperanza Azteca Youth Orchestra and Choir
in Los Angeles, where she was responsible for
developing the curriculum and personnel of the
ninety-voice youth choir. Dr. Choi was recently
appointed as the founding interim director of the
Modesto Symphony Youth Chorale. A member
of American Choral Directors Association and
International Federation for Choral Music, Dr.
Choi maintains an active career as a guest
conductor and clinician.
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Endowment Fund

Gifts Today . . . Music Forever

Through donations to the Stockton Symphony Endowment Fund, Symphony supporters can make meaningful
contributions that make possible a lasting legacy of great music for future generations in the Central Valley.
Donors can make restricted or unrestricted endowment gifts in the form of cash, stock, or other property. You
can help ensure the Symphony’s future by naming the Symphony in your will or estate plans. Legacy gifts can
also provide significant tax advantages to the donor. For more information on how you can make a legacy gift,
please contact Executive Director Don Nelson at the Symphony office at (209) 951-0196.
The Symphony offers naming opportunities to donors who wish to endow a musician’s chair in the orchestra.
The Stockton Symphony Association gratefully acknowledges these visionary friends who have given generously
through the Chair Endowment Program.

The Carmen M. Silva Chair
Christina Mok, concertmaster
The David E. Zuckerman Chair
Rochelle Nguyen, associate concertmaster
The Forrest and Barbara Greenberg Chair
David S. Thorp, assistant principal viola
The Helen Kessel McCrary Chair
Andrew Ford, principal cello
The Gene and Arlene Weston Chair
Pat McCarthy, principal bass
The John Linley McCarthy Chair
Bethanne Walker, principal flute
The Robert and Jeanne Person Chair
Sara Canning, principal clarinet
The R. John Charles, Jr., and Margaret
Wennhold Charles Chair
Elizabeth Sanders, second clarinet
The Hobin Family Chair
Nicolasa Kuster, principal bassoon
The Margaret M. Zuckerman Chair
John Freeman, principal trumpet
The Beverly Fitch McCarthy Chair
Madeline Jarzembak, principal harp
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MANLIO SILVA SOCIETY

Manlio Silva Circle $1,000,000 and above
George and Marian Malloy
Maestro’s Circle $500,000–$999,999
President’s Circle $250,000–$499,999
Concertmaster’s Circle $100,000–$249,999
Principal’s Circle $50,000–$99,999
Catherine Lewis
Henry and Carol Zeiter
Ross E. Bewley and Marilyn R. Bewley
Endowment Fund
Orchestra Circle $25,000–$49,000
Associate’s Circle $10,000–$24,999
Hon. Ann Chargin in Memory of Robert Chargin
Thomas and Virginia Chen
Rupert and Yvonne Hall
C.l. Schuler in Memory of Robert Schuler
Moris and Julie Senegor
Daniel and Lynne Terry
Colleague’s Circle $5,000–$9,999

LEGACY SOCIETY

James Fenelon
Philip and Carole Gilbertson
Dottie (Dot) Lofstrom
Frank and Teresa Mandella
John L. and Beverly F. McCarthy
Edward and Nancy Schneider
Doug Wied

Annual Fund
The Stockton Symphony Association wishes to thank those generous contributors who support us so
loyally throughout the year. The following list reflects gifts and pledges totaling $100 or more received
before August 16, 2018. Subsequent gifts will be acknowledged online. Memorial and honorary
donations of $100 or more are acknowledged for the entire season. We apologize if any names have
been inadvertently omitted or listed inaccurately. If there is an error, please notify the Symphony office
at (209) 951-0196 so that a correction can be made.

MAESTOSO

ALLEGRO

APPASSIONATO

Hon. Ann M. Chargin
Downey Brand LLP
Alan Hitt
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart Jacobs
Lincoln Properties
James M. Morris and
Robin Appel
Ben and Janie Reddish
Dr. Schcolnik and
Dr. Fernandez-Schcolnik
Stockton Arts Commission
Stockton Hematology &
Oncology Medical Group
Stockton Symphony
Board of Directors
Ron and Sandy Van De Pol
Linda Vater, in memory of
Mervin Vater
Henry and Carol Zeiter
Zeiter Eye Medical Group

($150,000 AND ABOVE)
($25,000–$149,999)
Joe and Rita Sublett

PRESTISSIMO

($15,000–$24,999)

Judith and Patrick Hobin
Beverly Fitch McCarthy

PRESTO

($10,000–$14,999)
Bank of Stockton

Philip and Anne Berolzheimer
and the Coastal Barrier
Island Foundation
C. A. Webster Foundation
Thomas and Virginia Chen
Dignity Health - St. Joseph's
Medical Center
Joel and Marilyn Franklin
Michael and Karen Hall
Cheryl and Douglas Hunt
Dr. and Mrs. Jeff Lindenberg
National Endowment
for the Arts
Port of Stockton
Moris and Julie Senegor
Stephen and Leslie Sherman
Stockton Symphony Alliance
Dan and Lynne Terry
Union Bank/Tom Cole

VIVACE

($7,500–$9,999)

Dr. and Mrs. Francis Ghidoni
Kathleen Hart

($5,000–$7,499)

ALLEGRETTO
($3,500–$4,999)

ANDANTE

($2,000–$3,499)

Anonymous (2)
Earl Arrants
Noreen and Greg Basso
Carol J. Bielejeski, in memory of
Thomas R. Bielejeski
Jim and Conni Bock
Patrick and Harriet Catania
The Rodney and
Barbara Crocker Trust
F.J. Dietrich IV
E. Urban Ernst
Bob and Marlene Hnath
Peter and Jane Jaffe

Sarah Jaffe
Elizabeth Kim and
Neumiller Beardslee
Jeffrey and Pamela Lee
Fred and Nancy Lee
Velma Lim and Kroloff Law Firm
City of Lodi and the
Lodi Arts Commission
Ed Malloy
Charles R. McCormick
and Clair Trujillo
Evia Briggs Moore, Ed.D.
Evelyn Pankow
Partners Real Estate
Steve and Mary Ann
Schermerhorn
Edward and Nancy Schneider
Eberhard and
Cecilia Schwierzke
Roger Sitkin
Kirti and Sally Solanki
Alex and Faye Spanos
BJ Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Taylor
Dean and Phyllis Trachiotis
Margaret M. Zuckerman

ADAGIO

($1,500–$1,999)

Janet Bonner
Patricia Cox
Marcia Davidson
Pheon Davison
Dennis and Judy Goldstrand
Elizabeth Haines
Bob and Gladys Ikeda
Teresa and Frank Mandella
Hal and Mary Monroe
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EXECUTIVE MEMBER
($1,000–$1,499)

Anonymous
Ross and Marilyn Bewley
Charitable Foundation
Rudy and Stephene Croce
Alice Lenz
Peter and Carolyn Lepisto
Victor and Patricia Macko
Glenna Matthews and
James Hoagland
Jim McBride and
Shawn Sutter
Mrs. Bea McNeilly
Murphy Family
Dr. Judy Murphy
Carol L. Nakashima, M.D.
Don Nelson and
Vicki Strauss
Marvin and Bune Primack
Jan and Mike Quartaroli
Karen Rea
Lupe Rede
John and Helen Reece
Joanne Thompson
Joan Waugh
Judith and Jerold Yecies
Nancy and Nadia Zane

PRINCIPAL MEMBER
($500–$999)

Ed and Paula Almaas
Virginia P. Breed
Jeannine and Darrell Burns, M.D.
Fred Busher
Judith M. Chambers
Jim Fenelon
Patricia Fensterwald
Dave and Donna Fletcher
Marilyn Ginn
Timothy J. and
Judith M. Hachman
Robert Hart
Mary Hickman and
Phillip Spohn
John Irish
Steve and Patsy Itaya
Marcia Lou McKenzie
Robert and Rosemary Melrose
Dr. Randall Mallett and
Ms. Anne Mallett
Lucille Mihelic
Mary Millar
Gary Putnam and
Gillian Murphy
Joe and Connie Rishwain
Scot and Debra Sinclair
Diane Ditz Stauffer
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Ken and Rita Steele
Louise Talley
Patricia C. Vannucci

ASSOCIATE MEMBER
($350–$499)

James P. and Shirley Anthony
Jeremy and Erin Lenser
Alfredo and Ruth Leon
Craig and Caryl McClure
Marie Medford
Dr. and Mrs. Daryl B. Payne
Todd and Jeanne Primack
Elizabeth H. Rea

SUSTAINING
MEMBER
($200–$349)

Anonymous
Geri Berkman
Clayton Blake
Donna Brown
Robert Browne M.D.
Mary Bullard and
Alan DeLagoon
Daniel Caminata
Lois Cogorno
Hillard Corren
Midge Dobbins
Dr. Marilyn Draheim
Mrs. Henry Eilers
Andre and Marie Esteve
Jeanette Farley
Ann and Dick Filson
Karen and Lawrence Frank
Lawrence Friedman and
Janice Schkloven-Friedman
Ernest and Martha Fujimoto
Jeannette Gorham
Mrs. Judy Green
Bill Grotemeyer and Nick Elliott
Rabbi Jason Gwasdoff and
Lindy Passer
Peter and Shari Habeeb
Fred and Lani Hanker
Thomas and Nancy Harrington
Robert and Laurel
Wisenor Hathaway
Ann Hildebrand
Hon. Carter and
Mrs. Signe Holly
Maureen B. Hutz
Richard Jenkins and
Kimberlee Jenkins
John H. and Jeanette Jenkins
Robin C. Johnson and
Dottie Lofstrom
Judith and Pat Jones
Dr. and Mrs. Kamenetsky
Janet and Bob Kavanaugh

Eleanor and Bob Lawrence
Andrew Lopez
Terri and Bob Mercer
Larry and Pat Meredith
Jacob and Harriet Myrick
Giulio and Cheryl Ongaro
Darrell and Mary O'Sullivan
Bette Outlaw
Megan Peterson
Guy Petzold
Tony Porras
Tom Rambo
George Randels and
Susanne St. Clair
Sandra M. Rivera-Smith
and Gerald Smith
Gabriel and Karen Rodriguez
Mark and Becky Roiland
Liselotte Ryan
Mike and Nancy Sharp
Anne B. Sheldon
Donna and Marc Smith
Mrs. Thelma Stewart
Earl Taylor, M.D.
Patricia Thomas
Ray and Caroline Tom
Thomas and Barbara Walker
William and Virginia Wallace
William and Wendy Stoermer
Frank and Lynelle Wiens
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wuellner
Dr. and Mrs. Sheldon G. Yucht

SUPPORTING
MEMBER
($100–$199)

Anonymous (4)
Dilys Alexson
Ronald and Cynthia Allison
Gerald and Beverly Ascencio
Kelley and Gayle Jennings
Maryanne Bergstrom
Jim and Lola Blankenship
Robert and Judy Bonfilio
Marilyn Boulanger
Grace Bull
Mark and Joan Calonico
Carroll and Carol Caminata
Sherry Carney
Carr Electric
Linda Derivi and
Steve Castellanos
Susan J. Caulfield
Roy Childs
Thomas W. Colwell
Alan and Jane Cook
Harriet and Mel Corren
Deanna Delu
Carol Dietrich
Chris and Tola Eley

Kathleen Equinoa
Les and Phyllis Ferguson
Robert Ferguson
Betty Francis
Mr. and Mrs. Jeryl Fry
LaVerne Gondry
Kathleen Goodrich
June Gotelli
Ms. Donna Goyette
Janet C. Heiman
Loren and Janyce Iversen
Jason and Diana Jaffee
Samuel and Celeste Kaisch
Jackie Korbholz
Coleen Pouondra Lee
Irene Lerma
Mrs. Richard Maier
Carolyn Mallett
Christa Malone
Antoinette Maltseff
Lee Miller
Norma M. Miller
Dwane and Sara Milnes
Jim and Diane Morgali
Dorothy Nishioka
Geraldine Pedroncelli
Mary Pennini
Burr Phillips
Scott and Ann Pickering
Doug and Gloria Piuser
William and Pam Rapp
Calixtro Romias and
Donna Yee
Mary Laughlin and
Martha Santiago
Aurene Schene
Bob and Barbara Schwartz
Joe and Dorothy Serra
Rebecca Severin
Robert and Alice
Shellenberger
Rick Skehen
Dennis and Marilyn Shore
Erma Bassi Smith
Sonia and Steve Spatola
Jack and Mary Stirton
Leslie Sullivan
Lynne and Jan Swanson
Van Ha To-Cowell
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Urie
Eleanor Vogel
Doug and Elly Washington
Roy and Jean Whiteker
Daryl Wilkins
Brian Williams
Charles J. Wood
Bobbe Blair Xenos
M. Lincoln Yamaguchi
Nishka Yudnich
James Zimmermann

TRIBUTES
The following list of Memorial and Honorary gifts reflects gifts
$100 or more received from September 1, 2017, to August
16, 2018. Gifts $25 or more will be acknowledged online.
Memorial and honorary donations of $100 or more received
after August 16, 2018, will be acknowledged next season.

IN MEMORY OF

In Memory of Norrie Bean
Liz and Neil Lark
Marsha Price
In Memory of George Blum
Liz and Neil Lark
In Memory of Bert Brown
John and Helen Reece
In Memory of Evelyn Browne
Robert Browne. M.D.
In Memory of Richard Callistro
Alice Callistro
In Memory of Judy Clemons
Robert Clemons
In Memory of Alice Conley
Paul Conley
In Memory of Judge Bill Dozier
Zulka Dozier
In Memory of
Richard Dragavon
Tania Dragavon
In Memory of Angelo “Buzz”
Fornaciari
Mimi Eberhardt
In Memory of Jacinda
Suzanne Jenkins Funk
Stockton Symphony
Alliance
In Memory of
Dr. David G. Gifford
Jan and Mike Quartaroli
In Memory of John and
Sara Glaros
Dean and Phyllis Trachiotis
In Memory of Dorothy
Trachiotis Henning
Dean and Phyllis Trachiotis

In Memory of John McCarthy
Rebeca Barron
In Memory of Mike Poe and
Liz Asborno Poe Trainor
Christine Robinson
In Memory of Jack Ray
Joan Ray
In Memory of Gerald Rothman
Susan Rothman
In Memory of Carlotta Silva
Nancy Chavez
In Memory of Paul C. Snyder
Irene B. Snyder
In Memory of Rod Swearengin
Maryanne Carlson
In Memory of Mervin
“Merv” Vater
Joni Bean
Jeannine and Darrell Burns,
		 M.D.
Nancy Chavez
Dennis and Christine Olin
Rudy and Stephene Croce
Phyllis Crossen-Richardson
Tom and Natalie Desmarais
Jean Garbeff
Dennis and Judy Goldstrand
Pamela Graetz
Fred and Lani Hanker
Joan and Michael Heffernan
Judith and Patrick Hobin
Kelley and Gayle Jennings
James MacMillian
Jim and Marilyn Menasco
Mrs. Fran Meredith
Karen and Tom Migliori
Robert Riordan
Sue Smalling
Phyllis Spoon
Louise Talley
Daniel and Lynne Terry
Jane Walsh
Marge Wilk
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In Memory of Arlene Weston
Janet Bonner

IN HONOR OF

In Honor of Judith and
Patrick Hobin
Nancy Chavez

WALL OF FAME

Ernest and Joan Bates
Elizabeth Bean
Carol Bielejeski
Beverly Blum (2)
Hillard Corren (2)
Patricia Cox
Joan Cundiff
Cheryl and Doug Hunt (2)
James M. Morris and
Robin Appel (3)
Dr. Judy Murphy
Gary and Gilliam Putnam (2)
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Susan Rothman
Edward and Nancy Schneider
Diane Ditz Stauffer
Francesca and John Vera (3)
Myrna Walker

ALLIANCE

Gary and Carol Baughman
John and Lee Bingham
Jim and Conni Bock
Janet Bonner
Pat and Harriet Catania
Susan J. Caulfield
Hon. Ann M. Chargin
Nan Chavez
Alfred and Carol Gassner
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Ghidoni
Dennis and Judy Goldstrand
Dana and Sabina Grau
Douglas and Cheryl Hunt
Judith and Patrick Hobin

Peter and Jane Jaffe
Gordon and Donna Luke
Fran Meredith
Mary Millar
Norma Miller
Hal and Mary Monroe
Melanie Mauro
Chris and Dennis Olin
Carolyn Pometta
Marvin and Bune Primack
Michael and Janet Quartaroli
Ben and Janie Reddish
Reid and Donna Roberts
Anne B. Sheldon
Leslie and Stephen Sherman
Bob and Betty Stover
Ann Struck
Louise Talley
Dean and Phyllis Trachiotis
Margaret M. Zuckerman
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